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Abstract
Doak, Heather Noelle, M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering,
Wright State University, 2013. Effect of Process Variables on Sub-melt Thermal Behavior
and Solid-State Phase Transformations in Beam-Based Additive Manufacturing of Ti-6Al-
4V.
The success of laser and electron beam-based fabrication processes for additive man-
ufacture and repair applications requires the ability to control melt pool geometry while
maintaining a consistent and desirable microstructure. Previous work has employed a pro-
cess map approach to link melt pool geometry to solidification microstructure (grain-size
and morphology) in beam-based fabrication of Ti-6Al-4V. The current work extends the
approach to investigate the effects of process variables on solid-state phase transformations
below the solidification temperature through Finite Element Modeling, the 3-D Rosenthal
Solution, and experimentation. Process maps for solid-state microstructure could be used
to help maintain consistent and reliable mechanical properties during deposition of com-
plex features. The characterization of seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples was completed through
Electron Backscatter Diffraction, X-ray Diffraction, Vickers Hardness tests. The solid-state
transformation of Ti-6Al-4V was investigated to find trends in β grain size, α lath thick-
ness, and types of α microstructures. Thermal conditions and melt pool areas were verified
with Finite Element Analysis and the fitted Rosenthal solution. Results suggest the solid-
state α morphology is uniform because of constant melt pool area, constant grain area, and
constant Vickers Hardness tests.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Beam-based manufacturing techniques have become a widespread industry for the de-
velopment of rapidly manufactured complex featured parts. For such components, it is
important to achieve a consistent microstructure that is both reliable and desirable. This is
largely controlled by the thermal conditions around the solidification temperature.
The ability to determine solid-state microstructure trends on process maps of different
materials with different manufacturing processes would allow for widespread commercial-
ization, given that the mechanical properties of the deposited material would be dependent
on the process parameters and melt pool geometry. The resulting solid-state microstructure
and further mechanical properties have yet to be completely understood. The thermal ki-
netics and solidification transformations have successfully been modeled through various
programs such as ThermoCalc, DiCTra, and MICRESS [1–3].
This thesis examines the thermal behavior and solid-state phase transformations in Ti-
6Al-4V through wire-fed additive manufacturing. Maintaining control of melt pool geome-
try is dependent on a consistent microstructure, as well as consistent mechanical properties.
Constant cooling rates have been linked to constant melt pool area, and result in constant
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grain size, causing uniform mechanical properties.
1.2 Literature Review
Additive manufacturing is the ability to make a 3D solid object in virtually any shape from
a digital model. Layers of material are deposited on a substrate or base material and the
geometry is built up to the specified dimension through successive layers [4]. The appli-
cation of laser or beam based additive manufacturing expands to many different industries
such as medical and aerospace. The ability to rapidly manufacture parts that are in need
of repair or adding to the existing features of the component reduces the buy-to-fly ratio.
The buy-to-fly ratio refers to the amount of wrought material that is purchased in a manu-
facturable block form to machine into a complex part. In many manufacturing techniques,
more than 80% of material is machined away to achieve a light weight, desired structure
in the aerospace industry. For example, rather than removing material through milling or
drilling ribs onto flat pieces of material, additive manufacturing can be used to build up the
ribs through layers, and eliminate wasted material [5].
Laser engineered net shaping (LENS™) was one of the first commercialized beam de-
position systems developed by Sandia National Laboratories. It was also commercialized
by Optomec Design Company. The LENS™ process includes an enclosed inert gas cham-
ber, an oxygen removal, gas recirculation system that keeps the concentration of the gas
near or below 10 ppm of oxygen. Optomec systems now offer closed-loop feedback, al-
lowing monitoring to build height and maintain melt pool area as seen in Figure 1.2.1b and
Figure1.2.1a [5].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2.1 – Shows in (a) Optomec LENS™ 750 system (photo courtesy of Optomec) and in
(b) LENS™ process where a laser melts material and builds up a component layer by layer [6].
Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing (EBAM) is a type of beam deposition process,
beginning with a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model that uses an electron beam to
melt material (in powder or wire form) to build up geometry layer by layer. EBAM offers
more quality control and precision than laser deposition [5, 7]. Nasa Langley implemented
Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF³) to create or repair aerospace components in
space systems. The electron beam is the thermal source and is stationary within a vacuum
chamber. A substrate provides the base material and moves at a specified velocity to acquire
the deposited material. The material is deposited with a wire feeder at some specified
deposition rate. All the parts are contained in a vacuum as seen in Figure 1.2.2. The main
implications for this technology include:
1. Electron beams effectively perform in a vacuum, not in the presence of inert gases,
which is well suited for a space environment.
2. Conserves electrical resources because electron beams more effectively convert elec-
trical energy into a beam than most lasers.
3. Wire feed is the preferred material delivery since powder is difficult to safely contain
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in low-gravity environments.
Figure 1.2.2 – NASA’s experimental set-up for Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing (photo
courtesy of NASA Langley Research Center)
Many research groups have investigated the application of plasma based technologies
as the heat source for beam deposition. These technologies are useful and good alternatives
to higher-cost electron beam approaches, but typically a larger heat-affected-zone and other
process control issues have limited commercialization [5].
Many different methods have been developed for modeling beam-based depositions
and solid-state microstructure. The Rosenthal solution is one method to model beam-based
deposition processes as a moving point heat source with applications in both 2-D and 3-D.
Rosenthal developed three fundamental heat flow equations for infinite and semi-infinite
geometries, one being for a three-dimensional moving point heat source. The Rosenthal
solution was first applied to welding applications, but was then later used to model laser
depositions [5]. The first employment of the Rosenthal solution in a laser deposition pro-
cess was by Dykhuizen and Dobranich. Dykhuizen et al. used Rosenthal for 2-D and 3-D
point source solutions to obtain analytical models for the LENS™ process. They contin-
ued their work, expanding the Rosenthal solution for modeling the effect of the process
variables, absorbed power and velocity, on cooling rates [8–10]. The process variables
were ascertained in dimensionless form by Vasinonta et al. [11, 12]. Bontha et al. found
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the dimensionless thermal conditions which led to examining the solidification microstruc-
ture [13–16]. Ultimately, process maps were plotted with absorbed power versus the elec-
tron beam velocity. Davis et al. continued the work observing the effect of free edges on
the melt pool geometry for 2-D thin-wall and bulky 3-D geometries and determined the
resulting microstructure [7, 17, 18].
Charles et al. took a different approach using microstructure evolution laws in finite ele-
ment subroutines to model the volume fractions of the Ti-6Al-4V microstructures. Thermo-
mechanical calculations were performed in FEM, modeling the microstructure of diffu-
sionally controlled phase changes. Martensitic transformations were modeled using the
Koistinen-Marburger formation. and only thermally driven phase changes were accounted
for [1].
Kelly utilized ThermoCalc and DiCTra, thermodynamic-kinetic programs to model dif-
fusion controlled phase transformations and microstructural features based off optimized
experimental data. The model’s fundamental concept was derived from the Johnson-Mehl-
Avrami-Kolmorgorov (JMAK) equation, which describes the evolution of the reaction of
the product phase with time. Kelly also implemented the additivity rule, allowing predic-
tions to microstructural formation under non-isothermal conditions [2].
Phase-Field Modeling by Rudnizki et al. modeled phase transformations in multicom-
ponent systems by using commercial software package MICRESS. The phase fractions are
calculated during solid-solid transformations in multicomponent steels. Time-evolution is
calculated by a set of phase-field equations to minimize free energy [3].
Recent work by Crespo et al., modeled the consecutive thermal cycles involved in part
build-up of additive manufacturing by coupling finite element heat transfer calculations,
phase transformation kinetics, and Ti-6Al-4V microstructure property relationships to ob-
tain process maps relating deposition parameters to the resulting microstructures of the
parts. The results showed that the selection of velocity and idle time between layer de-
positions allows the cooling rates during the deposition to be controlled, this allows for
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the microstructure and properties to then be controlled as well [19]. In Crespo’s work,
experimental samples of Ti-6Al-4V are characterized and analyzed to investigate the solid-
state phase transformations and the effects of the process variables, as well to validate the
existing models done by previous authors.
1.3 Material
The material used in this thesis is an α+β titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V. The melting tem-
perature properties at 1654˚C, are used in the nondimentionalization, but temperature-
dependent properties are used in the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) verification. The melt-
ing temperature properties are shown in Table 1.1. The temperature-dependent properties
used in the FEA are shown in Appendix A.
Ti-6Al-4V 1654˚C Melting Properties
Property Symbol Unit Value
Density ρ
[
kg
m3
]
4002.23
Thermal Conductivity k
[ W
m°C
]
30.45
Specific Heat c
[
J
g°C
]
857.68
Table 1.1 – Ti-6Al-4V 1654˚C Melting Properties including density, thermal conductivity, and
specific heat [7].
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1.4 Microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V
The microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V has two equilibrium phases, the hexagonal-closed packed
(HCP) alpha (α) phase and the body-centered cubic (BCC) beta (β ) phase, seen in Figure
1.4.1. Figure 1.4.1a, shows the three of the most densely packed lattice planes for the HCP
α phase at room temperature: the (0002) basal plane, one of the three {1010} prismatic
planes, and one of the six {1011} pyramidal planes. The closed packed directions with
indices <1120 > are shown by the axes a1, a2, and a3. Figure 1.4.1b, shows the unit cell
of the BCC β phase with one variant of the six most densely packed planes {110} and the
four closed-packed directions <111> [20].
During solidification as the alloy cools from the melting temperature of 1654˚C to the
β transus at 980˚C, the structure is solely β phase as seen in Figure 1.4.2.
(a) Hexagonal-closed packed unit cell seen in the
α phase [21]
(b) Body-centered cubic unit cell seen in
the β phase [20]
Figure 1.4.1 – The two crystal structures, α +β microstructure, seen in Ti-6Al-4V.
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Figure 1.4.2 – α+β titanium alloy phase diagram shows from above 1000 C, the microstructure
is solely β . As the alloy cools to the β transus, α laths begin to form at the grain boundaries
and continue to grow with continued cooling, until reaching an equilibrium state [22].
As the alloy cools from the β transus to room temperature, different types of α can
occur. The type of α structure is dependent on the cooling rate from the β transus [22]. The
nucleation and growth of α depends on the diffusion of vanadium into the β phase [2, 23].
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1.4.1 Colony α & Basketweave α
If the cooling rate is less than 410˚C/s, a diffusion controlled transformation of α+β mi-
crostructure is formed [24–26]. As the material cools from the β transus, colony α begins
to form at the grain boundaries seen in Figure 1.4.2. Colony α is where several plates
or laths of α form parallel to one another to maintain a favorable orientation to the β
grain [20], shown in Figure 1.4.3a. The α grows in a lamellar appearance with the final
length restricted to the size of the prior β grain [27]. Generally, smaller beta grains tend to
have more colony α than other α formations [2].
Basketweave α can form within the same β grain. This occurs when the cooling rates
are higher causing the driving force to be increased. This in turn causes nucleation not
only at the grain boundaries, but also from existing α laths in the grain interior, and forms
in a pseudorandom fashion (one of twelve crystallographic variants) [20]. A basketweave
microstructure can be seen in Figure 1.4.3b.
(a) Colony α , where several α laths form parallel
to one another [2]
(b) Image of Ti-6Al-4V basketweave α mi-
crostructure, when nucleation occurs not only
at the grain boundaries, but also in the grain
interior.
Figure 1.4.3 – Colony α and basketweave microstructures
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1.4.2 Martensite α
Martensitic α ′ transformations in Ti-6Al-4V occur when the cooling rate exceeds 410˚C/s
(i.e. from quenching), causing the resulting transformation to be nondiuffsional. The α+β
transformation is suppressed and β transforms into martensitic alpha (α’) [24–26]. Be-
cause of this, the the α’ and β regions will have the same chemical compositions [27].
The α ′ lath is very similar to the α lath morphologically, however, the α ′ lath is generally
thinner, straighter, and more defined [28], seen in Figure 1.4.4.
Figure 1.4.4 – Massive α (αm) as shown having a cooling rate of 20 to 410ºC/s and hexagonal
martensitic α’ having a cooling rate of over 410ºC/s is seen as thin, straight, laths [20].
1.4.3 Massive α
Massive α and martensitic α’ are two different transformations. In a martensite formation,
β is sheared into α by a movement of atoms across a glissle, or gliding, interface migra-
tion. Martensitic α’ is also known as a military transformation. Massive α will transform
into martensite if there are significantly higher quench rates that are used to suppress the
nucleation of the massive product. Massive α grains nucleate at the grain boundaries and
form quickly into the surrounding β grains, as seen in Figure 1.4.4. The growth of the
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grains is thermally activated and the atoms jump across the α −β interface; massive α is
thus a diffusionless transformation [29]. According to Ahmed and Rack, massive α starts
transformation between 20˚C/s and 410˚C/s, and is then gradually replaced by the diffusion
controlled transformation to colony and basketweave α [26]. Massive α was not observed
in this work.
1.5 Mechanical Properties of Ti-6Al-4V
The solid-state microstructure depends on the process parameters, cooling rates, thermal
gradients, α lath thickness, and solidification rate. The mechanical properties are affected
by the β grain size, α colony size, α lath thickness, α lath texture, and the type of α
microstructure [20].
Slip length, or α colony size, is one key parameter in determining mechanical properties
within Ti-6Al-4V. The cooling rates under the β transus determine the α colony size, which
effectively determines the slip length. The size of the β grains limits the slip length, with
smaller grains leading to shorter slip lengths. As cooling rates increase, the colony size is
decreased and the yield stress increases. Ductility and crack nucleation resistance improve
with decreasing colony size, and high ultimate tensile strength correlate with low ductility.
Ductility is thus depended on the orientation of the grains relative to the deposition [30].
Equiaxed morphologies have higher ductility and formability than acicular, or needle-like,
structures which are known to have better creep and fatigue properties [31].
The colony α boundaries and martensitic plates prove to be strong obstacles by in-
hibiting micro-crack propagation. Fracture toughness increases with increasing colony α
size [32]. By reducing the colony α size crack fatigue is also reduced. The larger the
colonies, the lower the fatigue crack growth rate [33].
Prior β grain size becomes an important mechanical behavior predecessor, for the grain
boundaries are nucleation sites for colonies and can impact dislocation mechanisms, such
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as grain boundary sliding. The ultimate tensile stress decreases as the prior β grain size
increases [34].
1.6 Approach
In this work, the effect of process variables on sub-melt thermal behavior and solid-state
phase transformations is considered for wire feed beam-based additive manufacturing of
Ti-6Al-4V. Since α laths are associated with strength and yield stress, a MATLAB program
was developed to predict the volume fractions associated with colony α , basketweave α ,
and martensitic α’. In addition, a P-V process map was developed to identify regions in
process space where martensite α’ might be possible. Seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples of
single bead deposition by EBF³ were obtained from NASA Langley Research Center. The
samples were then analyzed and characterized through different imaging techniques and
hardness tests. The texture is examined on the samples by Electron Backscatter Diffraction
(EBSD). Variations in process parameters of the manufactured samples vary the cooling
rates and the microstructure. The thermal conditions and melt pool dimensions are then
verified through Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and the 3-D Rosenthal solution. The results
of the analysis are used to plot P-V process map for predicting solid-state microstructure
and mechanical features for Ti-6Al-4V.
1.7 Outline & Contributions
Outline
This thesis is comprised of 6 chapters. Chapter 2 explains the background of the Rosenthal
solutions and the volume fraction α program developed in MATALB. The volume frac-
tion α program implementation is outlined and explained. Chapter 3 lists the experimental
procedures and materials used for preparing and characterizing the Ti-6Al-4V samples.
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Chapter 4 explores and discusses the results from the materials characterization, Vickers
Hardness tests, texture analysis, X-ray diffraction, and grain size measurements of both α
and β grains. Chapter 5 uses a simulated added material FEA model to verify the experi-
mental results of the melt pool geometries and thermal conditions. The experiments results
are also compared to a fitted Rosenthal solution. Chapter 6 includes the conclusions of
the results and suggestions for future work. The Appendices include polishing and etching
protocols of the samples, MATLAB code of the volume fraction α program, sample FEA
Abaqus input file, EBSD images, β grain tracings, and error calculations.
Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. This thesis validates Finite Element Analysis and numerical models of constant melt
pool area resulting in constant grain size through material characterization of Ti-6Al-
4V.
2. This thesis examined different regions of the P vs. V process map to examine dif-
ferent combinations of solid-state microstructures and verified through modeling,
regions where martensitic α’ is absent.
3. This thesis shows results suggesting that maintaining constant melt pool geometry
could also result in constant α morphologies and mechanical properties.
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Chapter 2
Background
The Rosenthal solution is obtained by integrating the moving point source over time and
defining x = x0 +Vt, where x is the relative coordinate, V is the velocity, and t is the time.
The solution assumes a semi-infinite geometry, no radiant heat loss, and constant thermal
properties of a specified temperature. The dimensionless forms of the process variables
and the thermal conditions are represented in this thesis with a line over the variables. The
dimensionless form allows for the solution to be applied to any material and any sized
process scale [7, 35, 36].
2.1 2-D Rosenthal Solution
The first geometry considered is the 2-D thin wall [7,14] seen in Figure 2.1.1. The process
variables are the velocity V and the absorbed power αQ, where α represents the fraction of
absorbed power and Q is the power of the heat source in watts. The height h and length L are
assumed to be sufficiently large so that the Rosenthal steady-state solution is applicable [7].
The width of the wall is b.
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2-D Rosenthal Solution
Dimensionless Temperature, T
T = e−x0K0
(√
x20 + z
2
0
)
(2.1.1)
Dimensionless Spatial Variables, (x0,z0)
x0 =
x0
2k
ρcV
,and z0 =
z0
2k
ρcV
(2.1.2)
Conversion to Actual Temperature, T
T =
T −T0(
αQ
πkb
) (2.1.3)
Dimensionless time, t
t =
t
2k
ρcV 2
(2.1.4)
Conversion to Actual Cooling Rate, ∂T
∂ t
∂T
∂ t
=
(
2πk2b
αQρcV 2
)
∂T
∂ t
(2.1.5)
Conversion to Actual Thermal Gradient, | ∇T |
| ∇T |=
(
2πk2b
αQρcV
)
| ∇T | (2.1.6)
Figure 2.1.1 – Rosenthal solution for a 2-D thin wall geometry [7, 14]
The dimensionless temperature given for a thin wall geometry was found by Vasinonta
et al. [11, 12] in Equation 2.1.1, where K0 is a Bessel of the second kind, order zero. The
dimensionless spatial variables x0 and z0, seen in Equation 2.1.2, are defined in terms of
velocity (V ), specific heat (c), density (ρ), and thermal conductivity (k). The fixed coordi-
nate system (x,z) are related to the beam’s relative coordinate system (x0,z0) at any time
t by (x0,z0) = (x−Vt,z) [7, 13]. The dimensionless temperature (T ) is affiliated to ac-
tual temperature (T ) by Equation 2.1.3, where T0 is the initial temperature of the substrate
material.
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To predict solidification microstructures, the parameters of greatest interest are the cool-
ing rates and thermal gradients. Through first order differentiation of Equation 2.1.1 with
respect to dimensionless time, the expression for dimensionless cooling rate is given by:
∂T
∂ t
= e−(x−t)
 (x− t)√(x− t)2 + z20 K1
(√
(x− t)2 + z20
)
+K0
(√
(x− t)2 + z20
) (2.1.7)
where K1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, order one [7, 13]. The
dimensionless coordinate x is related to the beam’s relative coordinate x0 by x = x0 + t,
where t is the dimensionless time and is defined in Equation 2.1.4. The relationship of the
actual cooling rate ∂T
∂ t and dimensionless cooling rate
∂T
∂ t in 2-D is by Equation 2.1.5.
The dimensionless thermal gradient | ∇T | can be obtained by differentiating Equation
2.1.1 with respect to the dimensionless spatial variables x0 and z0 [7, 13]:
| ∇T |=
√(
∂T
∂x0
)2
+
(
∂T
∂ z0
)2
(2.1.8)
where
∂T
∂x0
= e−x0
 x0√x20 + z20 K1
(√
x20 + z
2
0
)
+K0
(√
x20 + z
2
0
) (2.1.9)
and
∂T
∂ z
= e−x0
 z0√x20 + z20 K1
(√
x20 + z
2
0
) (2.1.10)
The 2-D actual thermal gradient | ∇T | and dimensionless thermal gradient | ∇T | are
related by Equation 2.1.6.
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2.2 3-D Rosenthal Solution
The electron beam travels in the x-direction, with the depth of the solid in the z-direction as
seen in Figure 2.2.1. The fixed coordinate system (x,y,z) are related to the beam’s relative
coordinates (x0,y0,z0) at any time t by (x0,y0,z0) = (x−Vt,y,z), with V as the velocity of
the beam [5,7]. In the 3-D solution, it is also assumed that the height h, width b, and length
L are significantly large so that the Rosenthal solution can be applicable.
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3-D Rosenthal Solution
Dimensionless Temperature, T
T =
e−(x0+
√
x20+y
2
0+z
2
0)
2
√
x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0
(2.2.1)
Dimensionless Spatial Variables, (x0,y0,z0)
x0 =
x0
2k
ρcV
, y0 =
y0
2k
ρcV
, and z0 =
z0
2k
ρcV
(2.2.2)
Conversion to Actual Temperature, T
T =
T −T0(
αQ
πk
)(
ρcV
2k
) (2.2.3)
Dimensionless time, t
t =
t
2k
ρcV 2
(2.2.4)
Conversion to Actual Cooling Rate, ∂T
∂ t
∂T
∂ t
=
(
2k
ρcV
)2(
πk
αQV
)
∂T
∂ t
(2.2.5)
Conversion to Actual Thermal Gradient, | ∇T |
| ∇T |=
(
2k
ρcV
)2(
πk
αQ
)
| ∇T | (2.2.6)
Figure 2.2.1 – 3-D Rosenthal bulky geometry
The Rosenthal solution for temperature T , at any time t for the geometry of Figure
2.2.1, in dimensionless form can be expressed as in Equation 2.2.1 [7, 11, 12, 14].
The dimensionless forms of the spatial variables are shown in Equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
and are defined in terms of velocity (V ), specific heat (c), density (ρ), and thermal conduc-
tivity (k) [7, 11, 12, 14]. The dimensionless temperature T seen in Equation 2.2.3 can be
dimensionalized with the material properties and process parameters, absorbed power and
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velocity. T0 refers to the initial temperature of the substrate material.
When the material properties are selected they are temperature independent in the
Rosenthal solution, and are often chosen at the melting temperature, since cooling rates
and thermal gradients at the solid/liquid interface are the main interest.
The dimensionless cooling rate is obtained by differentiating Equation 2.2.1 with re-
spect to time for a 3-D bulky geometry is expressed as [5, 7, 16]:
∂T
∂ t
=
1
2
e−
(
(x−t)+
√
(x−t)2+y20+z20
)
√
(x− t)2 + y20 + z20
1+ (x− t)√(x− t)2 + y20 + z20 +
(x− t)(
(x− t)2 + y20 + z20
)

(2.2.7)
where dimensionless time is defined in Equation 2.2.4, and dimensionless fixed coor-
dinate x is related to dimensionless relative coordinate x0 by x = x0 + t. Dimensionless
cooling rate is converted to actual cooling rate by Equation 2.2.5 [5, 7, 16].
The dimensionless thermal gradient | ∇T | with respect to the dimensionless spatial
variables x0,y0, and z0 is given by [5, 7, 16]
| ∇T |=
√(
∂T
∂x0
)2
+
(
∂T
∂y0
)2
+
(
∂T
∂ z0
)2
, (2.2.8)
where
∂T
∂x0
=−1
2
e−
(
x0+
√
x20+y
2
0+z
2
0
)
√
x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0
1+ x0√x20 + y20 + z20 +
x0(
x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0
)
 , (2.2.9)
∂T
∂y0
=−1
2
y0e
−
(
x0+
√
x20+y
2
0+z
2
0
)
(
x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0
)
1+ 1(√x20 + y20 + z20)
 , (2.2.10)
and
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∂T
∂ z0
=−1
2
z0e
−
(
x0+
√
x20+y
2
0+z
2
0
)
(
x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0
)
1+ 1(√x20 + y20 + z20)
 . (2.2.11)
The relationship between the dimensionless and the actual thermal gradient is defined
by Equation 2.2.6 [5, 7, 16].
2.3 Thermal Process Maps
Through the Equations 2.1.1-2.1.10 or Equations 2.2.1-2.2.11, thermal process maps de-
veloped by Bontha et al. can be generated for either 2-D or 3-D solutions. Figures 2.3.1
and 2.3.2 show the thermal process maps from the steady-state behavior of the 2-D and
3-D Rosenthal solutions and have been validated by FEA models. Figure 2.3.1a shows the
dimensionless thermal gradient | ∇T | increases with increasing melting temperature T m ,
and remains constant through the melt pool depth zm. The dimensionless cooling rate ∂T∂ t
seen in Figure 2.3.1b decreases through the melt pool depth, with steeper slopes occurring
at higher values of T m.
Figure 2.3.2a shows the 3-D process maps from the 3-D Rosenthal solution, with the
material’s melting temperature T m and the dimensionless depth of the melt pool zm plotted
against the dimensionless thermal gradient | ∇T | . The thermal gradient stays fairly con-
sistent through the melt pool depth, and is highly affected by the melting temperature T m.
In Figure 2.3.2b, the dimensionless cooling rate ∂T
∂ t is greatly influenced by the melt pool
depth, and is also sensitive to the melting temperature.
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(a) Thermal Gradient 2-D process map [7, 13, 14]
(b) Cooling Rates 2-D process map [7, 13, 14]
Figure 2.3.1 – 2-D Thermal process maps from 2-D Rosenthal solution
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(a) Thermal Gradient 3-D process map [7, 15]
(b) Cooling Rates 3-D process map [7, 15]
Figure 2.3.2 – 3-D Thermal process maps from 3-D Rosenthal solution
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2.4 Solidification Maps
A solidification map can predict trends in microstructure based upon the local solidifica-
tion conditions, such as the solidification rate and temperature gradients at the solid/liquid
interface. For solidification characteristics, the cooling rates must be found at the melt pool
boundary. By using Equation 2.2.1, the roots of the equation can be found numerically by
setting the temperature T equal to Tm, the melting temperature of the material. The results
can then be dimensionalized by Equations 2.1.3 and 2.2.3, for 2-D and 3-D, respectively.
Given the dimensionalized cooling rate from Equation 2.2.5, and the thermal gradient
G =| ∇T |, the solidification rate or the solidification velocity R is defined as:
R =
1
G
∂T
∂ t
(2.4.1)
Through experimental calibration by Kobryn et al., regions of the G vs. R map cor-
respond to different solidification microstructures: fully equiaxed, fully columnar, or a
mixed morphology [37, 38]. Examples of fully equiaxed and columnar morphologies can
be seen in Figure 2.4.1 [39]. Equiaxed microstructures are desirable because the grain size
is the same in all directions with the grain boundaries at various orientations. Columnar
microstructures have elongated grain boundaries, all in the same direction. Columnar mi-
crostructures are generally less desirable compared to equaixed microstructures, since they
are more prone to cracking [7].
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Cast: 
(Equiaxed)
LENSTM:
(Columnar)
Brown et al, 2003
Grain size the 
same in all 
directions
Elongated 
grains
(a)
Cast: 
(Equiaxed)
LENSTM:
(Columnar)
Brown et al, 2003
Grain size the 
same in all 
directions
Elongated 
grains
(b)
Figure 2.4.1 – Fully equiaxed grains in (a) and fully columnar grains in (b), with each color
representing a separate grain [7, 39].
The regions are bounded by two curved lines seen in Figure 2.4.2. The straight diagonal
lines correspond to constant cooling rates. The arrows normal to the diagonal lines indicate
increasing cooling rates and result in decreasing grain size [7].
Figure 2.4.2 – Solidification map of G vs. R, showing different microstructural regions [7, 37,
38].
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By using the Rosenthal solution, Bontha et al. predicted the different types of mi-
crostructures that can be achieved with different material combinations, process param-
eters, and deposition processes by calculating the thermal gradients G and solidification
rates R both analytically and numerically [5, 13].
Figure 2.4.3 – G vs. R solidification Maps for 3D Rosenthal on the left and FEM on the
right [16]
As shown in Figure 2.4.3, a large scale process with beam powers ranging from 5 kW
to 30 kW shows that increasing power causes more fully equiaxed grains. The nonlinear
finite element model (FEM), shows very similar results, making the Rosenthal Solution
very valuable in predicting trends in microstructure and thus reducing valuable computation
times.
2.5 Power vs. Velocity Microstructure Map
The FEA results and the Rosenthal solution are used to transfer the solidification map of the
thermal gradient versus the solidification rate into a power versus velocity microstructure
map. This map can then be used to predict the resulting solid-state microstructure in terms
of the process parameters [40,41]. In Figure 2.5.1, the power versus velocity microstructure
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map shows the regions of fully equiaxed, mixed, and fully columnar grain morphologies as
did the G vs. R solidification map.
As previously stated in G vs. R space in Figure 2.4.2, the diagonal lines represented
lines of constant cooling rates. In the P vs. V space of Figure 2.5.1, the black lines are
different combinations of beam powers and velocities with each line representing a different
deposited area, where each line has constant grain size and therefore constant cooling rates.
The P vs. V process map becomes a valuable tool for controlling melt pool geometry for
operators. This map provides more information in terms of the process variables than the
G vs. R solidification maps.
Figure 2.5.1 – Power vs. Velocity microstructure map showing regions of fully equiaxed,
mixed, and fully columnar morphology regions. The black lines represent different powers and
velocities with different area depositions [40].
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2.6 Volume Fraction Alpha
Depending on the cooling rate, the solidification structure of Ti-6Al-4V may consist of two
different phases. The proportions of the two equilibrium equations of Ti-6Al-4V are given
by [19]:
fβ (T ) =

0.075+0.925e[−0.0085(980−T )], T < 980°C
1, 980°C ≤ T ≤ Tliq
(2.6.1)
fα(T ) = 1− fβ (T ) (2.6.2)
where T is the temperature in Celsius. The equilibrium equations show that when the
temperature is more than 980°C but less than the liquidus temperature, only the β phase is
present. When the temperature is less than 980°C, then β and α phases are present, where
the equilibrium volume fraction of α can be calculated by Equation 2.6.2. If the cooling
rate is less than 410°C/s, a diffusion controlled transformation from β −→ α will happen
as it cools from 980°C to room temperature. In isothermal conditions, the transformation
is described by the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmorgorov (JMAK) equation:
f (t) = 1− exp(−ktn), (2.6.3)
where f (t) is the fraction transformed at time t, and k and n are the reaction rate con-
stant and Avrami exponent, respectively. Some values of k and n were determined through
experimentation by Malinov et al. [42] as a function of temperature. With the data of the
reaction rate and Avrami exponent consisting of seven values, and temperatures ranging
from 750°C-950°C, the variation in the kinetic parameters caused inaccurate volume frac-
tions. Thus, experimental data is needed for the assorted starting conditions. Kelly used
JMatPro to generate Time-Temperature-Transformation (TTT) curves for the formation of
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α at the grain boundaries, αGB, and for basketweave α , αW [2]. Murgau et al. [43] created
a piece-wise model to represent Kelly’s TTT curves. The calculated k and n were compared
with literature and experimental values seen in Figure 2.6.1. The different models are seen
for a 1% and 50% transformations of αGB and αW . The constants, k and n, can be found an
inverse calculation of the JMAK equation, using the TTT curves at beginning and ending
times for the transformations of 1% and 50% for either αGB or αW .
Figure 2.6.1 – Experimental and calculated TTT curves for Ti-6Al-4V [43]
In anisothermal conditions, the JMAK equation cannot be used, since the reaction rate k
is temperature-dependent. The Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmorgorov equation can be used
in compilation with the additivity rule [23, 42, 43] as a means to model volume fraction α
during different deposition processes. Continuous cooling is replaced with small consec-
utive isothermal steps, then the JMAK equation can be applied. Equation 2.6.4 shows the
first isothermal step of the additivity rule applied to the JMAK equation [23] as
fα(t1) =
{
1− exp
[
−k0
(
t f1 − t0
)ns]}
· f eqα (T0) (2.6.4)
where the first time step is [t0,t1] at the temperature T0 and f
eq
α (T0) is the equilibrium
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volume fraction of α at temperature T0, and can be calculated from Equation 2.6.2, where
k0 and n0 are the reaction rate constant and Avrami exponent at temperature T0. For the next
time step, [t1,t2], the temperature is T1, however, one must consider that a portion of fα(t1)
has already formed in the previous step,. By rearranging Equation 2.6.3, and substituting
for the fraction fα(t1), the time it takes to form a portion of fα(t1) of the α phase if the
transformation temperature had occurred at T1 is given by [23]
t f1 =
n1
√
−
ln
[
1− fα(t1)/ f eqα (T1)
]
k1
, (2.6.5)
where k1 is the reaction rate constant and n1 is Avrami exponent at temperature T1. The
additivity rule implies that t f1 must be the first time interval for each new transformation
step, so for the next iteration at the time step [t1,t2], Equation 2.6.6 results
fα(t2) =
{
1− exp
[
−k1
(
t f1 + t2− t1
)n1]}
· f eqα (T1) (2.6.6)
Equations 2.6.5 and 2.6.6 can be generalized in terms of an arbitrary time step [ts, ts+1]
at the temperature Ts as
fα(ts+1) =
{
1− exp
[
−ks
(
t fs + ts+1− ts
)ns]}
· f eqα (Ts), (2.6.7)
where t fs is given by
t fs =
ns
√
−
ln
[
1− fα(ts)/ f eqα (Ts)
]
ks
. (2.6.8)
2.6.1 Martensitic Transformation
If the cooling rate is greater than 410°C/s, then the diffusional transformation of β −→ α
is suppressed, and β decomposes into martensitic α by a non-diffusional transformation.
The fraction of martensitic α that is transformed is dependent on the undercooling below
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the martensite start temperature Ms and is given by [23, 44]
fα ′ = 1− exp [γ (Ms−T )] . (2.6.9)
In Equation 2.6.9, γ is a material property of value 0.015°C−1 [23], Ms is the martensitic
start temperature at 575°C [43], and M f is the martensitic final temperature at 400°C. If the
material cools below the martensitic final temperature, the resulting microstructure is fully
martensitic α ′ [23].
2.6.2 MATLAB Program for Volume Fraction α
A program was created in MATLAB to calculate the volume fractions of α by following
the works of Crespo et al., Murgau et al., and Kelly [2, 23, 43]. Sample MATLAB code is
provided in Appendix C. The program development is as follows:
1. Define material properties (ρ,c,k) and process parameters ( αQ and V)
2. Find the depth (zm) and x0 value of the lowest temperature contour where α growth
occurs using numerical root finding of Equation 2.2.1
3. Redimensionalize x0 by Equation 2.2.2
4. Use a for loop to solve for temperature with small increments of time from the top of
the melt pool to the lowest temperature depth (zinitail to zm)
5. Calculate cooling rates through the depth
6. Calculate the kinetic parameters k and n from the TTT curve for Ti-6Al-4V
(a) Obtain for grain boundary and basketweave α
7. Implement numerical scheme of Crespo et al. and Murgau et al. to determine volume
fractions of αGB, αW , and martensitic α’ formed in each time step
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8. Sum results of αGB, αW , and martensitic α’ to determine final volume fraction of α
as a function of depth
In Figure 2.6.2, different temperature contours can be generated for different process vari-
ables and materials using the 3-D Rosenthal Solution. The minimum of the contours are
shown by the blue points. The black points represent the different temperature points pass-
ing through the same depth. The distance between the contours represents the time it takes
to go through the transformation. Through the implementation described previously, the
non-equilibrium volume fractions for the different types of α can be determined.
Figure 2.6.2 – Temperature contours calculated by the 3-D Rosenthal solution, with the black
points representing the different temperature points passing through the same depth. The blue
points represent the minimum of each contour.
Through program development and literature review, it was discovered that the volume
fraction α will be roughly the same amount every time for this process. The amount of
volume fraction α can range anywhere from 90-95% at room temperature. As a result,
further development and implementation of the program has been replaced with a stronger
experimental focus on different microstructural features such as α lath thickness, types of
α microstructures, β grain size, and the relationship to mechanical properties [2, 45].
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2.7 Rosenthal Solution and P vs. V Microstructure Map
For titanium alloys containing fully lamellar microstructures, yield stress decreases with
increasing slip length [32], as does ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Since α lamellae or
laths are separated by the β phase, the thickness of the α lamellae is assumed to determine
the effective slip length. Therefore, the UTS should decrease with increasing α lath thick-
ness [46]. The individual α lath thickness also decreases with increasing cooling rate, as
does the colony α size [20].
Using the Rosenthal solution for a 3-D bulky geometry and the knowledge of the cool-
ing rates for different α formations, Figure 2.7.1 was created to guide the FEA models.
The Rosenthal solution was used to generate the 410ºC/s cooling rate line at the marten-
sitic start temperature of 575ºC. A cooling rate higher than 410ºC/s at the marentsitic start
temperature has to occur in order for a diffisionless transformation to take place. According
to the 3-D Rosenthal solution, anything to the right of the 410ºC/s cooling line will have
a martensitic α’ microstructure. Some of the β phase will also be retained. Anything to
the left of the line will have a cooling rate less than 410ºC/s and will therefore undergo a
diffusional transformation, having an α +β microstructure.
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Figure 2.7.1 – Power versus velocity microstructure map with two regions of α phases added
to the map through the 3-D Rosenthal Solution. If the cooling rate is greater than 410ºC/s at
the martensitic start temperature of 575ºC, then a diffisionless transformation occurs and α ′+β
forms. If the cooling rate is less that 410ºC/s then a diffusional transformation occurs and α+β
forms.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Materials and Procedures
Seventeen Ti-6Al-4V single bead deposition by wire feed samples processed by Electron
Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF³) were obtained from NASA Langley Research Center
in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). A base plate or substrate was
chosen and put into a highly vacuumed environment. The EBF³ process adds Ti-6Al-4V
wire feedstock into a molten pool on the substrate that is created and sustained by the
electron beam. The power and velocity of the laser is chosen by the operator. The schematic
is shown in Figure 3.0.1 [47].
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Figure 3.0.1 – Schematic for EBF³ of the experimental single bead deposits of Ti-6Al-4V. A
wire of material is fed into an electron beam where the molten material is deposited onto a
substrate. The operator of the system chooses the power of the electron beam and the velocity
of the deposition [47] .
The samples have three different deposition areas and various absorbed beam powers
and velocities, shown in Table 3.1, and plotted in P vs. V space in Figure 3.0.2. The
deposition areas were calculated by a Masters student at Carnegie Mellon University using
the deposition rates seen in Table 3.1 [41]. The base plate is composed of seven layers
of Ti-6Al-4V all possessing a basketweave microstructure. The seven layers were bonded
together in such a way that colony alpha appears at the interfaces. Figure 3.0.3, shows
an optical image of the etched base plate with polyfast mounting material present. All
seventeen samples were cross sectioned and mounted in polyfast seen in Figure 3.0.4. The
samples were polished according to the procedure in Appendix A.
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Sample Absorbed Power Deposition Rates Velocity Area Deposited
[W ]
[
in3
min
] [ in
min
]
[cms ] [in
2] [cm2]
B1 1500 0.260 21.5(0.910) 0.910 0.015 0.097
B2 2000 0.385 31.9 1.350 0.016 0.103
B4 3000 0.628 52.0 2.201 0.016 0.103
B5 4000 0.823 68.3 2.891 0.016 0.103
B6 5000 1.030 85.0 3.598 0.014 0.090
B7 1250 0.194 16.1 0.682 0.015 0.097
G1 1500 0.108 2.2 0.093 0.058 0.374
G2 2000 0.252 5.2 0.220 0.061 0.394
G4 3000 0.525 10.9 0.461 0.060 0.387
G6 5000 0.938 19.4 0.821 0.060 0.387
R1 1500 0.198 8.3 0.351 0.030 0.194
R2 2000 0.331 13.9 0.588 0.033 0.213
R3 2500 0.458 19.2 0.813 0.029 0.187
R4 3000 0.563 23.6 0.999 0.032 0.206
R5 4000 0.782 32.8 1.388 0.031 0.200
R6 5000 1.020 42.5 1.799 0.030 0.194
R7 1250 0.136 5.7 0.241 0.031 0.200
Table 3.1 – The absorbed power in watts, deposition rates in in3/min, velocities in in/min and,
cm/s and deposition in in2 and cm2 areas of each sample was provided by NASA Langley
Research Center of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples.
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Figure 3.0.2 – Power versus velocity map of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples modeled in
Abaqus
Figure 3.0.3 – Edge of etch base plate of Ti-6Al-4V
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(a) Raw Ti-6Al-4V sample R2 obtained from NASA
Langley Research Center. The deposited material
extends in the x-direction.
(b) Ti-6Al-4V sample R2 cross section in the y-z
plane. The deposited material is extending back
in the x-direction.
(c) Sample R7, cross sectioned in y-z direction
and mounted in polyfast. The sample has been
etched with Kroll’s Reagent.
Figure 3.0.4 – Shows the raw sample R2 obtained from NASA Langley Research Center show-
ing the (a) x-y-z orientations, in (b) the cross section of y-z plane, and (c) shows the sample
mounted in polyfast and etched.
3.1 Electron Backscatter Diffraction
Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) images were taken using a FEI XL-30 SEM op-
erating at 20 kV, a beam current of approximately 41.9 nA, and 1 μm step size. The camera
used was a high speed Hikari operating at 200 frames/sec. The EBSD data was acquired
using a square grid, a stage tilt angle of 70°, an image overlap of 20 microns, and a mag-
nification of 250x. The samples were scanned using EBSD BATCHSCAN, which is an
automated script developed by AFRL/RX that allows the user to input the starting and end-
ing x and y positions for the scan. EBSD BATCHSCAN then activates TSL Data Collection
5.3 with the built in functions to switch from one window to another window of the scanned
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image [48]. The EBSD scans started from the top center of the deposit all the way down
to the base plate, with each image 360 by 360 μm in size, resulting in about 20-40 images
per sample, with the variation in the number of images a result in the deposited area. Each
scan takes approximately 10.5 minutes, with the entire scanning of the sample completing
in about 7 hrs.
The schematic can be seen in Figure 3.1.1. The images were stitched together by a pro-
gram called ANYSTITCH. This is a program developed in MATLAB by AFRL/RX that
uses independent overlaps for horizontal and vertical images and also uses a systematic ap-
proach for stage positioning errors or improperly calibrated scan rotations to stitch together
EBSD images collected on square or hexagonal grids [49, 50]. The scans were stitched
together with an overlap of 23 μm. The data was imported and analyzed with TSL OIM
software version 5.3 [51].
Figure 3.1.1 – Schematic for EBSD scans and Vickers Hardness indents. The EBSD scans
begin at the top of the deposited material and continue down to the substrate. Each EBSD
image is 360 μm by 360 μm. The Vickers Hardness indents also start at the top of the deposit
and confute down into the substrate.
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3.2 Vickers Hardness
Vickers microhardness tests were performed on a Buehler Model No. 1600-6400 hardness
tester on all the polished samples with a 500 gf load. The indents were made at the top
center of the deposited material down through the base plate, shown in Figure 3.1.1. The
average spacing of the indents was 250 µm. A 100 gf load was also performed on sample
R7 to verify the correct loading conditions. The 100 gf showed an average diameter of
23.7 µm. The 100 gf indents showed great variation, and upon examination, the indents
penetrated multiple grains in the sample and the seams of the bonded layered base plate.
By comparing the two different indents to the size of the microstructural features, the 100
gf load was too small, therefore the 500 gf was chosen.
The number of indents ranged in the samples from 43-51 indents depending on the
size of the deposited material. Once the indents were completed, the diameters of each
indent were measured and recorded, as well as the Vickers Hardness number and Rockwell
Hardness number. The depths of the indents were measured on all the samples using a
Keyence optical microscope at a magnification of 100x. The measurement of the depth
started at the top center of the deposited material, as shown in Figure 3.1.1, and went to
the consecutive indent. The spacings between each indent were measured and the data
was written to a .csv file that was then imported into Microsoft Excel. Within Excel, the
distances between the indents were summed, corresponding to the measurement number.
The data was plotted for each sample and can be found in Appendix C. The microscope
calibration for the Keyence can be found in Appendix A.
3.3 Microstructure Characterization
Once all EBSD data was collected and all the samples were indented, the samples were
etched 15-20 seconds using Kroll’s Reagent (See Appendix A). Optical images were taken
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in bright field with a Reichert Jung (EMAS IO52392) microscope at a magnification of 40x.
Around 20-35 images were taken and a scaled bar was added to the images with Adobe
Photoshop CS2 by means of a user defined action. The user would select the appropriate
magnification and press the play button and the action would create a scale bar. The pictures
were reconstructed with Adobe Photoshop CS2. The image was flattened and a new layer
was created.
The grain boundaries were traced by hand, in the new layer, with the default color
black using the pencil tool at 2 pixel width. If the existence of a grain boundary was
questionable, then it was not traced, so the data was not misrepresented. This resulted in
many samples not having traced grains through the depth of the sample, where the EBSD
scans and Vickers Hardness indents occurred. The traced grains and reconstructed images
are available in Appendix C.
With FoveaPro, the pen color was captured and threshold to white. The grains were
then filled in with the default black color. The magnification was calibrated by measuring
the micron bar, that was created previously by the user defined action, and entering the
corresponding length. FoveaPro then calculated the length per pixel. The grain added layer
was selected and FoveaPro was used to measure all the features of the grains, such as the
length, depth, height of deposition, β grain size, β grain aspect ratio.The measurements
were written to a text file that was then imported in Microsoft Excel for analysis. The melt
pool areas and deposited areas of the samples were also calculated separately following the
same procedure.
3.4 Height of HAZ
Using FoveaPro, the Heat Affect Zones (HAZs) were measured. First using TSL OIM
software version 5.3, tiff files were created of each of the stitched EBSD scans. The scans
were imported into Adobe Photoshop CS2, where the magnification was calibrated by using
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FoveaPro. The micron bar provided on the EBSD tiff file was measured and the pixel length
was calculated. The HAZ was measured from the top of the deposit down to the base plate
of the material for each of the samples. Sample G2 could not be measured since the HAZ
extended down to the bottom of the base plate and would provide inaccurate results. The
top of the deposited material down to where the orientation of the sample changed and
where β grain boundaries could not be detected was measured and then subtracted from
the HAZ to result in the HAZ height. The results were recorded into Microsoft Excel,
where the data was analyzed and plotted.
3.5 α lath thickness
The α lath thickness was measured using a FEI Sirion SEM and a FEI XL-30 SEM, op-
erating at 25 kV, a beam current of approximately 41.9 nA, and a magnification at 5000x.
The measurements were taken during live feed, using the ruler tool located within the mi-
croscope software. The laths were first measured every 250 µm, from the top center of
the deposit down into the heat affect zone (HAZ). The data showed great variability due to
multiple grains and different orientations. The measuring parameters were refined to one
orientation throughout a single grain, and measuring multiple grains throughout the sample
to further reduce variability. The results were recorded and analyzed in Microsoft Excel.
3.6 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed on sample B5 to determine the types of α present.
The analysis was performed on a Rigaku 2500 X-ray Diffractometer using a point scan
operating at 500 kV and 300 mA. The start angle was 20° and the stop angle was 144°.
The sample increment was 0.02 degrees/step measurement. The parameters were set to the
following: DivSlit 1/6 degrees, DivH.L.Slit is10 mm, SctSlit is 1/6 degrees, RecSlit is 0.6
mm, and offset angle 0°. The dwell time was 120 sec/point. The data was collected on
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a 2-theta/theta scale versus total counts. The scanning mode was 2 Theta/Theta with the
scanning type to be continuous. The results were imported into MATLAB and analyzed.
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Chapter 4
Results & Discussion
4.1 Beta Grain Size
The β grain areas were measured and the results are shown in Figure 4.1.1. The red,
blue, and green samples represent the three different averaged deposition areas of 0.012
in2 (0.077 cm2), 0.025 in2 (0.161 cm2), 0.048 in2 (0.310 cm2) respectively, during the
experiment. The averaged deposition areas and the deposition area for each sample is
shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1.1 shows the average grain area with respect to the
absorbed power. Samples G2 and R7 are not shown because adequate grain measurements
could not be achieved.
Area Deposition [in2]
Sample Group Avg. Theoretical Avg. Actual
Blue 0.015 0.012
Red 0.031 0.025
Green 0.060 0.048
Table 4.1 – The average area depositions of the three different groups of samples. CMU showed
to higher values than the actual experimental area depositions
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Sample CMU’s Theoretical Area Deposited [in2] Actual Area Deposited [in2]
B1 0.015 0.012
B2 0.016 0.012
B4 0.016 0.012
B5 0.016 0.012
B6 0.014 0.012
B7 0.015 0.012
G1 0.058 0.051
G2 0.061 0.053
G4 0.060 0.052
G6 0.060 0.035
R1 0.030 0.025
R2 0.033 0.027
R3 0.029 0.024
R4 0.032 0.024
R5 0.031 0.026
R6 0.030 0.024
R7 0.031 0.025
Table 4.2 – The theoretical area depositions provided by CMU compared to the actual area
depositions measured. The theoretical values are always higher than the actual results.
Figure 4.1.1 – β grain size for the three different deposition areas of (a) blue with an average
area of 0.012 in2 (0.077 cm2) (b) red with average area of 0.025 in2 (0.161 cm2) and (c) with
an average area of 0.048 in2 (0.310 cm2).
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Table 4.2 shows the theoretical deposited areas provided by CMU and the actual mea-
sured deposited areas. The agreement between CMU’s theoretical values and the actual ex-
perimental bead deposition areas are inadequate, with CMU’s values always being higher
than the actual results.
The blue samples are the most constant group with all the samples consisting of a
deposition area of 0.012 in2 (0.077 cm2). The largest variation in deposition area is seen in
the green samples with sample G6 containing an actual deposited area of 0.035 in2 (0.226
cm2) and samples G1 and G4 consisting of deposited areas of 0.051 in2 (0.329 cm2) and
0.052 in2 (0.335 cm2), respectively. Looking as sample G1, showing an absorbed power
of 1500 W and a averaged grain area of 7.287E+5 μm2 and comparing that to the grain
image seen in Figure C.21 in Appendix C, very few grains are traced leading to a percent
error of 15.4% (see Appendix A.4.1). The red group, containing a range in depositions of
0.024-0.027 in2 (0.154-0.174 cm2), show no correlation to average grain size. The blue
samples were the only group that contained a constant deposition area, and seem to be
the only group with a constant grain area. This could be due to the deposition rate of the
samples, which were not held constant with any of the deposition groups or individual
samples. Also, the base material being composed of several layers of Ti-6Al-4V that have
been fused together, could affect the growth of the grains.
4.2 Melt Pool Area
In Figure 4.2.1, the experimental melt pool areas are shown for each of the three deposition
area groups: blue, red, and green. The melt pool areas appear to be constant for the red
and blue groups. The green group is missing two samples, G2 and G4, due to the fact
that the melted regions of the samples extended down to the bottom of the base plate, and
therefore could not be measured. This is due to low velocities at high powers causing the
heat diffusion to have time to distribute [41]. The green sample, G1, at absorbed power of
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1500 W, seems very high compared to the other sample, G4, at absorbed power of 3000
W. One reason could be because two of the four green samples’ melt pool extended to the
bottom of the substrate. This could be because the substrate was too thin and needed to be
thicker for the higher area depositions to provide more melting depth of the substrate.
According to research done by Davis [40], constant melt pool area results in constant
grain size. This only is true for one case, the blue group, which contained the only constant
grain size and melt pool area. More investigation needs to be done to fully confirm that
constant melt pool area results in constant grain size.
Figure 4.2.1 – Experimental melt pool areas of the three different deposition areas of the Ti-
6Al-4V samples
4.3 Columnar and Equiaxed Grains
The β grain morphology of Ti-6Al-4V can be predicted with solidification maps with re-
gions of either fully equiaxed, fully columnar, or a mixed morphology [16, 37, 38]. The
aspect ratio (length of a grain divided by its width [52]) of a columnar grain was deter-
mined to be greater than 1.5 [45]. The aspect ratios of the grains of all seventeen samples
were calculated and the percent of the equiaxed grains by area was determined by dividing
the number of equiaxed grains by the total number of grains measured. The percent of the
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equiaxed grains by area for all the samples are plotted in Figure 4.3.1.
Figure 4.3.1 – Volume fraction of equiaxed grains of the fifteen measurable Ti-6Al-4V samples
Grain data was not available for samples R7 and G2. It appears that the blue samples
have the lowest percent of equiaxed grains in the fully equiaxed region of the process map,
with 4.0%. The mixed region contains a range of 10.3-11.3% equiaxed grains. No blue
samples were in the fully columnar region of the process space.
The red samples, containing an average actual deposition area of 0.025 in2 (0.161 cm2),
agree more with the model, than the blue samples. However, the highest percent equiaxed
is positioned on the fully equiaxed and mixed morphology boundary at 43.5%. The green
samples confirm the lack of correlation to equiaxed grains on the process space with the
only sample in the fully columnar region with a percentage of equiaxed grains of 28.6%.
The results expected in this region would signify the lowest percentage in this region, since
the grains would gravitate towards a fully columnar morphology.
The mixed region on the process map contains a range of 10.3%-43.5% equiaxed grains.
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The fully equiaxed region shows a range from 4.0%-37.2% equiaxed. In general, higher
powers did have higher percentage of equiaxed grains. A possible explanation of this could
be due to the error associated with the measurement. The average error using FoveaPro is
12.2% for the blue samples, 9.9% for the red samples, and 11.3% for the green samples.
The individual errors for each sample can be found in Table A.2 located in Appendix A.
Another measurement error that must be considered is the orientation of the grains. The
measurements of the grains occurred in the two-dimensional space of the y-z plane. The
grains, however, are three-dimensional objects. Information in the x-direction. When the
columnar grains lie with their lengths near the x-direction are sectioned in the y-z plane,
they appear to be more equiaxed than columnar. This could result in the high percentage
seen in one of the green samples located in the fully columnar region.
Another possibility could be the chosen aspect ratio for a columnar grain of 1.5 or
greater. Since there is little literature on the definition of the aspect ratio of a columnar
or equiaxed grain. Weiss et al. used an aspect ratio for equiaxed grains from 1 to 3 [52],
however a perfect equiaxed grain has an aspect ratio of 1. An aspect ratio of 2 or 3 seemed
large for a grain that is defined to have equal length and width. An aspect ratio of 1 was
not achieved within these data sets, so, the aspect ratio was extended to 1.5 for an equiaxed
grain [45].
A larger variety of Ti-6Al-4V samples are needed in each of the three different morphol-
ogy regions. The samples need to have more constant variables, such as constant powers
and velocities to fully understand these regions in this process space.
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4.4 Heat Affected Zone Height
The Heat Affected Zone (HAZ), is the region of the substrate that was affected by the
thermal cycling of the deposition, this excludes any melted material. In Figure 4.4.1, the
HAZ is shown from going to the top of the melt pool to the unaffected base plate, seen
in Figure 4.4.1a, down to the base plate in Figure 4.4.1c. The solid-state microstructure
seen is a fine basketweave α . This microstructure is seen in all seventeen of the samples.
The height of the HAZ is located in the unaffected base plate where the microstructure of
the β grain ends, at Figure 4.4.1b, and the orientation of the heat affected zone changes to
resemble the base plate in Figure 4.4.1c and Figure 4.4.1d. The melt pool is considered any
melted region of the sample, including the deposited material.
The height of the HAZ of the samples show to be fairly consistent across the red and
blue samples, seen in Figure 4.4.2. The heat affected zone could not be accurately measured
on sample G2, since the HAZ went through the bottom of the base plate. With the different
deposition areas, and different combinations of various powers and velocities, more tests
need to be run to draw definitive results, such as if power or velocity as an entity have an
effect on the this region in the heat affected zone.
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Figure 4.4.1 – HAZ of sample B2 with (a) at the top of the EBSD scan showing the majority of
the orientation in the (1010) (b) is defined where the HAZ band begins, the orientation colors
change from purple (the preferred orientation) to green (base plate orientation) (c) shows the
transition from the heat affected zone to the base plate and (d) shows the microstructure of the
base plate.
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Figure 4.4.2 – The width of the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) band of fifteen of the seventeen
samples. The HAZ band is defined where the microstructure of the β grains ends, and the
orientation of the HAZ changes to resemble the base plate. The microstructure contains a
fine basketweave morphology. The width of the HAZ band is the most consistent in the blue
samples.
4.5 Texture
Grains grow perpendicular to the solid/liquid interface or in the direction of the maximum
thermal gradient. The grains grow opposite of the heat flow and tend to have a preferred
direction of growth, known as dendritic-growth or easy-growth. This easy-growth direction
is < 100 > in BCC metals and < 1010 > in HCP metals. During solidification, grains con-
taining this direction grow more easily and tend to displace other grains whose dendritic-
growth direction deviates significantly from the preferred direction [53].
The top of the deposits of most of the seventeen titanium samples contain the color
indigo, which indicates the orientation of (1010) and is seen in Figures 4.4.1a and 4.5.1.
Also within these figures is the presence of the orientation of (2110) which is represented
by green on the color coded map of the inverse pole figure. The preferred direction can
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be influenced by the easy growth-direction of the β phase, since as the material cools
the formation is 100% β . During cooling the β phase grows along the preferred growth
direction and the α phase transforms as one of the twelve different variants to the parent
β grain. Since the base material influences the parent β grain, the α variants that form are
indirectly influenced by the base material [45]. This could be why some samples showed
the direction < 1010 > more prominently than others, however, this could also be a result
of the EBSD scans, which are 360 μm in width, not being perfectly centered at the top of
the deposit where the maximum gradient occurs. All seventeen EBSD scans area located
in Appendix C.2, with almost all showing the preferred orientation in the direction to the
maximum thermal gradient.
Upon further examination of the preferred growing direction, an EBSD scan was taken
of an entire deposited of sample R4. The results can be seen in Figure 4.5.2. The presence
of other orientations are apparent in the coloring of the image, however, at the top of the
deposit, there seems to be a prominent color of corresponding to direction < 1010 >. This
occurs at the location of the maximum thermal gradient, which is in agreement with the
literature [53].
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(a) R5 (b) B1
Figure 4.5.1 – EBSD scan of the top center of the deposited material in samples R5 and B1.
The main color of purple suggests a preferred growth direction of < 1010 > .
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Figure 4.5.2 – EBSD scan of the entire deposited area of sample R4. The scan shows the
preferred growing direction of < 1010 > at the maximum thermal gradient, located at the top
of the deposited material.
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To determine the extent of the preferred direction, the heat affected zone was examined
at the location where the substrate begins, such as in Figure 4.4.1c. At this location it was
examined to see if the preferred orientation was apparent at this location or if the the grains
continued in the ordered fashion of the substrate. The solidifying crystals grow and build
upon the unmelted crystals or grains of the substrate, and continue to grow in the substrate’s
crystal structure and orientation growing competitively [53].
In Figure 4.5.3, the top of the deposit, the end of the HAZ and substrate are shown.
Examining the HAZ and substrate, it is evident that the solidifying crystals take upon the
orientation of the substrate. Further examination of the sample shows that the orientation at
the substrate and the deposit are different. The substrate in Figure 4.5.3a, shows colors of
pink, green, blue, and yellow continuing into the HAZ. However, at the top of the deposit,
most of the yellow and blue colored orientations disappear with the addition of the preferred
orientation. The same can be said in Figure 4.5.3b, where green, orange, yellow, and blue
are present in the substrate and continue in the HAZ, then at the location of maximum
thermal gradient, the orientation changes, but more of the base plate is remained.
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(a) Sample B6 with the top of the de-
posited area on the left and the end of HAZ
and beginning of the substrate on the right.
(b) Sample R7 with the top of the deposited area
on the left and the end of HAZ and beginning of
the substrate on the right.
Figure 4.5.3 – The top of samples (a) B6 and (b) R7. The sample shows a preferred growth
direction toward the maximum thermal gradient and the solidifying crystals growing in the
orientation of the unmelted crystals of the substrate
4.6 Vickers Hardness
The Vickers Hardness tests were first performed on sample R7 with a 100 gf load. Due to
the large variation in data, seen in Figure 4.6.1, and the size of the microstructural features,
a 500 gf load was also performed on sample R7, shown in Figure 4.6.2.
In Figures 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, the Vickers Hardness is plotted as a function of depth, with
the depth starting at the top center of the deposited material and going through the cross
section of the sample to the bottom of the base material. The regions of the added ma-
terial, the remainder of the melt pool and HAZ, and unaffected substrate are shown. The
schematic of the measurements is shown in Figure 3.1.1.
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Figure 4.6.1 – Vickers hardness test on sample R7 with 100 gf shows a large variation in
hardness. The base material is the most variable with the added material, remainder of the melt
pool and HAZ slightly more bounded.
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Figure 4.6.2 – Vickers hardness test on sample R7 with 500 gf load. The data shows less
variation than that of the 100 gf test. However, large variation still exists in all the regions.
The data still shows large amounts of variation even with the increase in load. The
possible reasoning is that the indents are hitting on grain boundaries, voids, and different α
orientations. There is a 30% variation in microhardness due to the the different orientations
of the α laths [45]. Optical images of the samples were examined in conjunction with the
hardness data. For a better representation of the hardness values, the data points on grain
boundaries, through multiples grains, or in voids within the sample were eliminated.
In Figure 4.6.3a, the first indent is taken in the center of a grain. Points 3-4 are taken
through a separate grain, away from the grain boundary, seen in Figure 4.6.3b. Going
through the grain depth, the microhardness increases through this grain. At the next indent,
point 5, the microhardness drops, this is due to the fact that point 5 is in a different grain.
The trend continues throughout the depth, however, more variation is present once the base
material is reached.
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(a) Vickers Hardness data for samples B6, showing the first five points corre-
sponding to different variations in grain data due to voids, grain boundaries, or
different grains.
(b) Reichert optical images of sample B6, stitched in Adobe Photoshop CS2
Figure 4.6.3 – Sample B6 showing (a) Vickers microhardness and corresponding grain imaging
data in (b). Data point 1 is shown in one grain with data points 2-4 in another. Data point 5,
is in another grain separate from the first 4 points and seems to decrease. The variation in the
Vickers Hardness are due to measurements through different grains, on grain boundaries, or
voids.
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A possible explanation for this is because of the type of substrate used. The base plate
is a different microstructure than the melt pool and HAZ, being composed of multiple Ti-
6Al-4V plates fused together, shown in Figure 4.6.4. At the seams, where these plates are
fused, another microstructure is present, colony α . The colony α has a higher hardness
value than locations away from the seams and colony α microstructure.
Figure 4.6.4 – The base material of sample R7, shows the bands of colony α located at the
seams where multiple Ti-6Al-4V plates had been fused together. The bands show higher hard-
ness values than at locations away from the seams, which explains the large variations of hard-
ness data in the base material.
The points located on seams, grain boundaries, or in voids, throughout the HAZ of the
samples were removed. The hardness values were then averaged through the depth and the
results are shown in Figure 4.6.5. Since the blue group had the most consistent grain area
than the red and green groups, the hardness values show relatively constant microhardness
except for sample B1, shown at 1500 W, with an average hardness value at 350 HV. Because
the B1 grains were measured according to what grain boundaries could be detected, no data
was collected through the depth of the sample (see Figure C.8 in Appendix C). The indents
in voids were removed, but the grain boundaries were not visible in that region of the
sample, and therefore could not be removed. Therefore, for the blue samples, the hardness
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is constant. This suggest that due to constant Vickers Hardness, there is also uniformity in
the solid-state α morphology.
Figure 4.6.5 – Modified average Vickers hardness through the heat affect zone with hardness
indents removed that were located on Ti-6Al-4V plate seams, grain boundaries or voids.
4.7 X-ray Diffraction
Martensite can be difficult to detect through optical imaging [45]. Another method is to
use X-ray Diffraction (XRD) to determine the different phases present in the solid-state
microstructure. XRD was performed on sample B5, the results are shown in Figure 4.7.1.
The two microstructural regions identified were the α and β phases. The sample contained
a small amount of the β phase, as most of the β was transformed into α . There was no
presence of martensite α’ seen within the sample. The pole figures of martensite α’ is
(0002) and (1011) , containing a mixture of martensite α’ and α , occurring at the 2-theta
values 38.5 and 40.5, respectively. However, the peaks would be broadened and there
would be an absence of a distinguishable β peak, with orientation of (110) , at 39.4 [54].
This result provides valuable information about the cooling rates and the undercooling in
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the solid-state microstructure, since cooling rates of 410°C/s or higher must occur at the
martensitic start temperature for the formation of martensite to occur.
Figure 4.7.1 – XRD of sample B5
The dynamic nature of electron beam deposition process makes it immensely difficult
to measure the cooling rates directly. Material is cycled through the liquidus tempera-
ture approximately 3 times before cycling through the β transus several times according
to Al-Bermani et al. [55]. For samples containing low thermal mass, thermal cycling su-
perimposed on the build temperature is likely to decompose α’ with the majority of the
morphology resulting in a basketweave microstructure [55].
Other factors can also contribute to the formation of martensite, such as the build tem-
perature and the thermal mass. If the build temperature is lower than the the martensite
start temperature and the cooling rates are adequate, a diffusional transformation takes
place. The thermal mass or increasing the height of the sample will inhibit the β → α’
transformation and a fine α+β morphology will be present [55]. Mur et al. [56] studied
the decomposition of α’ during isothermal heat treatments. Full decomposition of α’ can
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be achieved at 700°C, and partial decomposition occurred at 600°C. Intermediate tempera-
tures were not investigated [55, 56].
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4.8 α lath thickness
In Figure 4.8.1, the lath thickness shows no correlation to depth. Great fluctuations in the
thicknesses of the α laths ranged from 250-600 nm of sample B4, with 600 nm at the top
of the sample. Examining the cooling rates shows that the data is not as presumed, for the
highest cooling rate is located at the surface of the sample, this would result in the smallest
thickness [7]. This was most likely caused by measuring through the depth of the sample as
the EBSD data and the microhardness indents shown in Figure 3.1.1. Also, multiple grains
and grain boundaries were measured, as well as different orientations. Other variations
can be caused from the cross sectioning of the sample, which could result in different
thicknesses of the different orientations [45].
Figure 4.8.1 – Sample B4 α lath thickness through the depth of the sample shows great fluctu-
ations in data due to the measurement of different orientations through different grains.
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(a) Sample R5, where the orientation measured as shown.
(b) Sample R5, where the α laths of the grain were measured vertically
through the depth
Figure 4.8.2 – Sample R5 with (a) showing the orientation of (b) the measured grain.
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Taking the previous into account, the α laths were measured in the same grain, shown
in Figure 4.8.2b. The depth was measured vertically through the grain. The sample R5 was
measured with the same orientation shown in Figure 4.8.2a.
Figure 4.8.3 – Sample R5 showing the α lath thickness from the top of a grain through the
center.
Figure 4.8.3 shows the α lath thickness versus the vertical grain depth of sample R5.
The α lath thickness increases through the center of the grain, with the grain size and cool-
ing rates accountable for the variation [2]. It is important to note that as the measurements
move toward the center of the grain, the α lath thicknesses deviate from the trend. This is
due for three possible reasons:
1. Cooling rates at the center of the grain are slower, resulting in coarser laths
2. Grain boundary α
3. α laths are measured two-dimensionally, but are three-dimensional objects. There-
fore, it is not known if the grain is impeded by a grain boundary from another grain
or how the grain is orientated within the cross section [27, 45].
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Chapter 5
Finite Element Analysis & Fitted
Rosenthal Solution
5.1 FEA Model
A nonlinear thermal Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model created by Davis-Gockel [7] in
Abaqus for bulky 3-D geometries is used to validate the Rosenthal solution and is com-
pared to the experimental results. The model seen in Figure 5.1.1a, includes temperature-
dependent properties and latent heat effects and is symmetric about the x-z plane. The
model’s base plate has a uniform temperature of 25°C, with all the other sides containing
the default insulated boundary condition, which allows convection and radiation to be ne-
glected. The temperature evolution is solved by heat conduction in the FEA model using a
step-wise approach to simulate the added material.
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(a) Finite element analysis model in Abaqus, where the added material is shown as a thick black line
extending in the x-direction. The fine mesh is seen in the middle of the model. [7]
(b) Melt pool geometry for sample B1 with absorbed power of 1500 and velocity of 21.5 in/min. The
melt pool is represented by the boundary between the gray and red interfaces. The nodal temperatures
are measured in Celsius.
Figure 5.1.1 – The FEA Abaqus model is shown in (a) and the melt pool dimensions shown in
(b).
Each of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples, seen in Figure 5.1.2, were modeled in Abaqus
at the given powers, velocities, and deposited areas provided by Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity [41]. Each of the models were generated using a MATLAB script provided by Davis-
Gockel [57]. The powers, velocities, and deposited areas were specified in the script. The
script generated an input file that was then imported into Abaqus. The job was created
within Abaqus and submitted. Each model took approximately a day to complete. The data
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was extracted at the fine mesh, located away from the edges in the middle of the model. The
nodal temperatures, heat flux, and time history are recorded when the conditional statement
reaches temperatures higher than the melting temperature of the material. The cooling rates
and the dimensions of the melt pool, seen in Figure 5.1.1b, were extracted from the fine
mesh and written to a text file. An example of the input used to build the model in Abaqus
can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 5.1.2 – Power versus velocity map of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples modeled in
Abaqus
5.2 Fitted Rosenthal
The Rosenthal solution uses temperature independent properties to predict trends in mi-
crostructure. Rosenthal can be fitted to the FEA results to resemble the actual numerical
results by choosing material properties at a certain temperature. The first step to fit the
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Rosenthal solution to the FEA results, is to run the analysis to find the cooling rates, ther-
mal gradients, and melt pool dimensions. This is achieved through numerical root finding
in MATLAB. First, an initial guess must be entered into the program and has to be close to
the actual value, or the program will crash, so it is important to understand the actual trends
of the Rosenthal solution. The melt pools can then be plotted to verify that the solidification
edge, seen in Figure 5.1.1b, not the leading edge, is being analyzed. The program will then
plot the solidification edge and calculate the thermal conditions [7].
The thermal conditions can be dimensionalized using the material properties of Ti-6Al-
4V at the previous chosen temperature. The fitted Rosenthal is then used to match the
melt pool areas of the FEA results. There will be some deviation from the actual FEA and
experimental results, but the fitted Rosenthal is used for predicting trends rather than actual
numbers.
5.3 Finite Element Analysis Verification
The melt pool areas of the FEA, fitted Rosenthal, and experimental results are plotted in
Figure 5.3.1. The melt pool areas in the FEA and fitted Rosenthal solution are calculated
using the area of a semi-circle, A = πd2/2, where d is the depth of the melt pool. The ex-
perimental melt pool areas were calculated in FoveraPro using a similar method to calculate
the average area of the β grains (See Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.3.1 – Melt pool areas for the average area depositions of 0.012 in2,0.025 in2, and 0.048
in2 for the fitted Rosenthal, experimental values, the FEA results and the actual experimental
semi-circle areas .
The results of the FEA and fitted Rosenthal do not agree particularly well with the
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experimental results. This could be because the cross sectional area of the FEA and fitted
Rosenthal results were calculated using the area of a semi circle, A = πd2/2, whereas the
experimental melt pool areas were calculated in FoveaPro. A significant difference can be
seen between the FEA, the fitted Rosenthal, and experimental areas.
The actual semi-circle areas were calculated using the depths of the experimental val-
ues and the results are also plotted in Figure 5.3.1. The FEA and fitted Rosenthal results
show more agreement with the actual semi-circle areas. There are still some discrepancies
apparent between the FEA results and the experimental values with the different deposition
areas.
The FEA was conducted using a simulated added material model, where the added ma-
terial specified for each of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples was performed using Carnegie
Mellon University’s modeled deposition areas, not the actual deposition areas measured in
FoveaPro for the experimental results. This may account for some of the variability seen
within the FEA results as compared to the actual semi-circle areas. Other possible variabil-
ity could be human errors corresponding to measuring the depths.
It appears that the best match in data is seen in the red group of samples, showing the
closest values to the FEA, Rosenthal, and the actual semi-circle areas. The blue samples
show the next best data match with the FEA results and the fitted Rosenthal. The green
samples provide the worst match and this could be due to the size of the deposition being
too large for the base plate used. The FEA melt pool areas are the most constant within
the green samples. Overall, the fitted Rosenthal shows the best match for the melt pool
areas within the three groups, suggesting that Rosenthal is an important tool and can save
valuable computation time.
Figure 5.3.2, shows the experimental and FEA results for the measured widths of the
melt pool in the y-z plane. The FEA results shows an agreeable match to the experimen-
tal results, with the best match occurring with the blue samples. All of the samples are
relatively constant in width.
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The Rosenthal Solution is not shown, because it was not modified to measure the widths
of the melt pools in the y-z plane, as the cross sectioned widths were measured according
to the plane the experimental samples were cross sectioned in Figure 5.3.3.
Figure 5.3.2 – Widths of the melt pools for the average area depositions of 0.012 in2 (0.077
cm2) , 0.025 in2 (0.161 cm2), and 0.048 in2 (0.310 cm2).
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Figure 5.3.3 – Sample B4 optical image taken with a Keyence optical microscope. The width
w and depth d are shown of the melt pool.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary
The characterization of the seventeen Ti-6Al-4V samples from NASA Langley Research
Center showed the solid-state microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V indicates that a constant grain
size will result in constant melt pool area and constant cooling rates for the blue samples.
The microstructure of all the samples were that of a fine basketweave in this process space.
The Vickers Hardness tests showed to have much variability especially through the
base plate material. After looking at the optical images and removing the indents that went
through voids, grain boundaries, or different grains, the hardness showed to be constant
for the blue samples. This suggest that due to constant Vickers Hardness, there is also
uniformity in the solid-state α morphology.
There is a preferred growth direction toward the maximum thermal gradient located at
the top of the deposited material. The direction is < 1010 > in HCP and < 100 > in BCC
metals. The solidifying crystals take on the orientation of the base plate, but change at
the maximum thermal gradient in the samples. The width of the HAZ band showed to be
fairly constant for only the blue samples, suggesting a possible correlation between con-
stant grain size and a constant wide of the HAZ band. However, with different deposition
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areas, velocities, and powers more experimentation needs to be completed before definitive
results can be concluded.
While the percent fraction of equiaxed grains by area did not agree with the models,
the distributions of the samples in the different regions were broad, suggesting that there
may have been too many variables to make a conclusive judgement as to whether or not the
model is adequate. More experimental samples with constant power and velocities as well
as different areas need to be examined to fully understand the effects of each entity. Also, a
different base plate may have better results than the one used that was composed of several
Ti-6Al-4V plates fused together with the interfaces containing colony α .
Performing XRD on sample B5, which was on the line for the 410°C/s at 575°C (or the
region where martensitic α’ would occur according to the Rosenthal solution, showed an
α +β microstructure). No hexagonal α’ martensite was present within the sample. Using
the FEA models, the cooling rates for this process space verified that no martensitic α’
would be found in sample B5 because the cooling rates were under 410°C/s at the marten-
sitic start temperature of 575°C. Since the cooling rates increase as velocity increases and
increase with decreasing power, and using FEA and the fitted Rosenthal to verify the ther-
mal conditions of all seventeen samples, martensitic α’ is not found in absorbed powers
greater than 4000 W and velocities less than 68.3 in/min. More sample characterization in
this process space would be needed to confirm this modeling result.
The α lath thickness increased through the grain center, and the UTS should decrease
with increasing alpha lath thickness; however, it is hard to conclude this is occurring due
to the complexity of the problem with the different orientations, the grain boundary α , size
of beta grains, and measuring a three-dimensional object in two-dimensional space..
Overall, the fitted Rosenthal shows the best match for the melt pool areas within the
three groups, showing that the Rosenthal solution is an important and valuable tool.
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6.2 Future Work
In this process space, the velocity ranges from 0-100 in/min. For future development, it
would be best to explore the different regions on the process map that would result in dif-
ferent microstructures. A good approach would be to look at the solidification G vs. R maps
to determine first and foremost what combinations of process parameters would result in
different microstructures, such at colony α , and martensitic α’. Also keeping the absorbed
powers and velocities constant to determine what effect each parameter had on the resulting
morphology would be important. The single bead deposition had many errors, so it would
be best to reduce these as much as possible. Exploring multiple pass depositions would
give better insight on solid-state transformations than single bead depositions. Multiple
pass deposition would provide valuable information on fabrication of complex and specific
geometries. For example, using electron beam manufacturing to fabricate knee and hip
implants for patient specific geometries will provide better accommodation to bone cell
ingrowth and ultimately increase reliability and body compatibility [58].
Also, it would be good to explore powder bed processes, where velocities are very
high, and martensite is a probably microstructure [53]. Designing different experiments to
eliminate the martensitic transformation, such as by preheating the substrate plate above the
martensitic finish temperature (400ºC), could cause the resulting transformation to prevent
martensite from forming before a new layer is deposited. Preheating the substrate decreases
the temperature gradient in the part which ultimately causes a decrease in cooling rate [24].
Ultimately, more experimentation needs to be examined in this area to further understand
the possibilities.
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6.3 Contributions
This work validates the FEA and numerical models that suggest constant melt pool geom-
etry results in constant grain size by the material characterization of Ti-6Al-4V. The P vs.
V process map was examined to find the different combinations of process variables that
would result in different solid-state microstructures where martensitic α’ is absent. The
results suggest that maintaining a constant melt pool geometry could lead to constant α
morphologies and mechanical properties.
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Appendix A
A.1 Polishing Procedure
The following polishing procedure was implemented on the seventeen single bead samples
and one base material sample.
1. 240 grit
2. 320 grit
3. 400 grit
4. 6 μm diamond spray with activated mastermet
5. 1 μm diamond spray with activated mastermet
6. .05 colloidal silica in the vibromet
Activated Mastermet
1. 480 ml of .05 colloidal silica
2. 20 ml 30% hydrogen peroxide
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A.2 Kroll’s Reagent
1. Distilled water 92 ml
2. HNO3 6 ml
3. 3. HF 2 ml
The etchant will work fast, usually in less than 15 seconds. When it starts to turn grey
remove sample quickly and put directly into a beaker or under water and spray down the
sample with sodium bi-carbonate.
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A.3 FEA Temperature-Dependent Properties
Temperature [°C] Density
[
kg
m3
]
25 4470
550 4390
850 4350
1100 4320
1400 4270
1595 4250
1625 4010
1925 3930
(a)
Temperature [°C] Thermal Conductivity
[ W
m°C
]
25 6.74
300 10.32
550 13.87
850 22.68
1100 25.08
1250 27.48
1400 29.08
1500 30.57
1625 30.57
1675 30.37
1925 32.38
(b)
Temperature [°C] Specific Heat
[
J
g°C
]
25 600
477 650
727 687.5
977 712.5
1227 734
1277 742
1327 751
1377 762
1427 775
1477 790
1527 807
1577 826
1627 846
1670 863
1704 931
2127 931
(c)
Table A.1 – Temperature-Dependent properties of Ti-6Al-4V for (a) density, (b) thermal con-
ductivity, and (c) specific heat [7].
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A.4 Percent Error Calculations
A.4.1 β Grain Measurements
Sample Error Percent
B1 18.6%
B2 13.2%
B4 10.1%
B5 11.3%
B6 7.6%
B7 12.7%
G1 15.4%
G2 –
G4 9.6%
G6 8.8%
R1 12.8%
R2 16.0%
R3 9.1%
R4 4.2%
R5 6.8%
R6 10.4%
R7 –
Group Error Percent Averages
Blue 12.2%
Green 11.3%
Red 9.9%
Table A.2 – The percent error was calculated for 15 of the 17 samples by 1√
N
, with N being
the number of grains measured. The percent errors were then averaged for the different area
deposition groups, blue, green, and red.
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A.4.2 Optical Microscope Calibration
Figure A.1 – The microscope calibration of the Keyence shows a percent error of 0 .75% for
measurement 1 of 1 m and 5.71% for measurement 2 of 50 um. The Keyence was used to
measure the depths of the microhardness indents.
A.4.3 Vickers Hardness Errors
The Vickers Hardness equation is given by [59]:
HV =
2Fsin136°2
d2
where F is the load in kgf, and d is the arithmetic mean of the two diameters measured in
mm. The average percent error associated with the hardness measurements given from the
Buehler Vickers Hardness tester and those calculated from the Vickers Hardness equation
is 0.022%. The error associated with the measurement of diameter on the Buehler Vickers
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Hardness tester, d, is given as d±0.05μm, were d is measure in μm. Comparing this error
to the previous error, the average percent error associated with the alteration in diameter
and through the Buehler Vickers Hardness tester is 0.089%.
The errors were calculated using the percent error formula on the 49 hardness measure-
ments of sample B1 and then averaged to achieve the averaged percent error.
A.4.3 FEI XL-30 SEM Microscope Measurement Errors
The errors associated with the measurement of the α lath thickness corresponds to the
errors associated with the FEI XL-30 SEM microscope is 3%, according to the FEI Cali-
bration Standard at AFRL/RX.
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Appendix B
B.1 Sample MATLAB Code for 3-D Rosenthal Solution and
Thermal Conditions
clc
close all
clear all
% %Melting temp 1654C properties
% rho = 4002.22782; % Mass Density
% c = 857.6789; % Specific Heat
% k =30.454; % Thermal Conductivity
%%
Q=1250;
%in in/min to convert into m/s
v=5.7*4.233*10^-4; %
% Tm = 1654; % Melting Temperature
Tm=1654; %Beta transus temperature
T0 = 25; % Temperature of the Base Plate
%Tmbar=1;
% Initial guess for root finding
%x0bar(1)= input(’Please input the initial guess for root finding=’);
x0bar(1)=-10;
% Resolution
A=10000;
%a = input (’Please input the distance from the edge =’);
% Normalized melt pool depth
%ND = input (’Please input the Normalized Melt pool depth =’) ;
ND = -15;
out=[];
Tmbar = ((Tm - T0)/(((Q)/(pi*k))* ((rho*c*v)/(2*k) ) ))
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% Variance of Normalized melt pool length (0 < d < L)
d = linspace(0 ,ND, A);
D = d’;
% Initializations
t = 1;
m = 1;
n = 1;
try
while n <= A
z0bar(m) = D(m);
y0bar(m) = 0;
x(m) = fzero(@f3d,x0bar(m),[],Tmbar,z0bar(m));
cterm1(m) =((exp(-(x(m)+sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2))))/...
(sqrt(x(m)^2+ y0bar(m)^2+ z0bar(m)^2)));
bcterm1(m) = (x(m)/sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2));
bcterm2(m) = (x(m)/(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2));
NCR(m) = 0.5*cterm1(m)*(1+bcterm1(m)+bcterm2(m));
CR(m) = abs(NCR(m))/(((2*k)/(rho*c*v))^2*((pi*k)/(Q*v)));
x0bar(m+1)=x(m);
z0(m)=z0bar(m)/ND;
m=m+1;
n=n+1;
end
CATCH me % catch error from fzero
end
plot(x0bar(1:length(z0bar)), z0bar)
l = abs(x0bar(1,3)- x0bar(length(x0bar)-1))*(2*k)/(rho*c*v)
d= abs(z0bar(length(z0bar)).*(2*k)/(rho*c*v))
% Definition of constants
siz=size(z0bar);
n=siz(2);
tmpx0bar= x0bar(2);
tmpnd= z0bar(n-1);
clear x0bar z0bar y0bar x cterm1 bcterm1 bcterm2
clear A D NCR ND d m n t z0 CR
out=[];
tmpLP =[Q];
for i=1:(size(tmpLP))%1
Q=tmpLP(i);
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Tmbar = ((Tm - T0)/(((Q)/(pi*k))*((rho*c*v)/(2*k))))
% Initial guess for root finding
x0bar(1) = tmpx0bar(i);
% Resolution
A = 20;
ND = tmpnd(i)
%input(’Please input the melt pool depth = ’);
% Variance of Normalized melt pool length (0 < d < L)
d = linspace(0,ND,A);
D = d’;
% Initializations
t = 1;
m = 1;
n = 1;
while n <= A
z0bar(m) = D(m);
y0bar(m)=0;
x(m) = fzero(@f3d,x0bar(m),[],Tmbar,z0bar(m));
T(m)=exp(-(x(m)+sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)))/(2*...
sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2));
% Non-dimensional Cooling Rate
cterm1(m) =((exp(-(x(m)+sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2))))/...
(sqrt(x(m)^2+ y0bar(m)^2+ z0bar(m)^2)));
bcterm1(m) = (x(m)/sqrt(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2));
bcterm2(m) = (x(m)/(x(m)^2+y0bar(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2));
NCR(m) = 0.5*cterm1(m)*(1+bcterm1(m)+bcterm2(m));
% Dimensional Cooling Rate
CR(m) = (abs(NCR(m)))/(((2*k)/(rho*c*v))^2*((pi*k)/(Q*v)));
ThermX(m)= 1/2*(-1-1/(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^(1/2)*x(m))*...
exp(-x(m)-(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^(1/2))/(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^...
(1/2)-1/2*exp(-x(m)-(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^(1/2))/(x(m)^2+...
z0bar(m)^2)^(3/2)*x(m);
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ThermY(m)=0;
ThermZ(m)=-1/2/(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)*z0bar(m)*exp(-x(m)-(x(m)^2+...
z0bar(m)^2)^(1/2))-1/2*exp(-x(m)-(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^(1/2))/...
(x(m)^2+z0bar(m)^2)^(3/2)*z0bar(m);
% Non-dimensional Thermal Gradient
NTG(m) = sqrt((ThermX(m))^2+ (ThermZ(m))^2);
% Dimensional Thermal Gradient
G(m)=(abs(NTG(m))/(((2*k)/(rho*c*v))^2*((pi*k)/(Q))))/100;
% Multiplication by 100 to convert from K/m to K/cm
NR(m) = (abs(NCR(m))/abs(NTG(m)));
R(m)= CR(m)/G(m);
%FOr solidification at the edge
x0bar(m+1) = x(m);
z0(m) = z0bar(m)/ND;
%Non dimensional x0 for plot
x0(m)= x(m)/ -tmpx0bar;
m = m + 1;
n = n + 1;
end
%Out = [x’ z0’ abs(NCR’) NTG’];
TempDepth(:,i)=z0bar’;
TempTmbar(:,i) = Tmbar’;
TempG(:,i)= abs(G’);
TempCR(:,i)= abs(CR’);
end
for p=1:(size(tmpLP))
k=1;
for j=1:200:A
Depth(k,p)= TempDepth(j,p);
FCR(k,p)= TempCR(j,p);
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FG(k,p) = TempG(j,p);
k=k+1;
end
end
function value =f3d(x0bar,Tmbar,z0bar )
value = Tmbar -0.5*exp(-(x0bar+sqrt(x0bar^2+z0bar^2)))/(sqrt(x0bar^2+z0bar^2));
B.2 Sample Abaqus Input File
The following code is an input file of the Abaqus model B1. The input file has been shorted
due to the size of the original length and the repetitiveness of the file. For example, the first
10 nodes are shown, the code eliminated has been marked with an ellipse, extending to the
last line of code. The file was generated with a MATLAB program provided by Davis [7].
*HEADING
**3D Analysis
*NODE, NSET=ALLN
1,0.000000,0.000000,0.000000
2,0.000000,0.000000,0.015269
3,0.000000,0.000000,0.029010
4,0.000000,0.000000,0.041378
5,0.000000,0.000000,0.052509
6,0.000000,0.000000,0.062526
7,0.000000,0.000000,0.071542
8,0.000000,0.000000,0.079657
9,0.000000,0.000000,0.086960
10,0.000000,0.000000,0.093532
.
.
.
76000,-0.000193,0.001929,0.289390
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=DC3D8
1,1,2,202,201,4961,4962,5162,5161
2,2,3,203,202,4962,4963,5163,5162
3,3,4,204,203,4963,4964,5164,5163
4,4,5,205,204,4964,4965,5165,5164
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5,5,6,206,205,4965,4966,5166,5165
6,6,7,207,206,4966,4967,5167,5166
7,7,8,208,207,4967,4968,5168,5167
8,8,9,209,208,4968,4969,5169,5168
9,9,10,210,209,4969,4970,5170,5169
10,10,11,211,210,4970,4971,5171,5170
.
.
.
56464,73999,74000,20040,20039,75999,76000,25000,24999
*NSET, NSET=DATA, GENERATE
100, 3900, 200
64010,64090, 20
64100, 65900, 200
*ELSET, ELSET=EDATA, GENERATE
100, 1294, 199
46614, 48405, 199
*ELSET, ELSET=ALLE, GENERATE
1, 46514, 1
*ELSET, ELSET=ADDED, GENERATE
46515, 56464, 1
*ELSET, ELSET=A1, GENERATE
46515, 54475, 1990
46714, 54674, 1990
46913, 54873, 1990
47112, 55072, 1990
47311, 55271, 1990
47510, 55470, 1990
47709, 55669, 1990
47908, 55868, 1990
48107, 56067, 1990
48306, 56266, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=A2, GENERATE
46516, 54476, 1990
46715, 54675, 1990
46914, 54874, 1990
47113, 55073, 1990
47312, 55272, 1990
47511, 55471, 1990
47710, 55670, 1990
47909, 55869, 1990
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48108, 56068, 1990
48307, 56267, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=A3, GENERATE
46517, 54477, 1990
46716, 54676, 1990
46915, 54875, 1990
47114, 55074, 1990
47313, 55273, 1990
47512, 55472, 1990
47711, 55671, 1990
47910, 55870, 1990
48109, 56069, 1990
48308, 56268, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=A4, GENERATE
46518, 54478, 1990
46717, 54677, 1990
46916, 54876, 1990
47115, 55075, 1990
47314, 55274, 1990
47513, 55473, 1990
47712, 55672, 1990
47911, 55871, 1990
48110, 56070, 1990
48309, 56269, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=A5, GENERATE
46519, 54479, 1990
46718, 54678, 1990
46917, 54877, 1990
47116, 55076, 1990
47315, 55275, 1990
47514, 55474, 1990
47713, 55673, 1990
47912, 55872, 1990
48111, 56071, 1990
48310, 56270, 1990
.
.
.
*ELSET, ELSET=A198, GENERATE
46712, 54672, 1990
46911, 54871, 1990
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47110, 55070, 1990
47309, 55269, 1990
47508, 55468, 1990
47707, 55667, 1990
47906, 55866, 1990
48105, 56065, 1990
48304, 56264, 1990
48503, 56463, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=L1, GENERATE
46515, 54475, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=L2, GENERATE
46516, 54476, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=L3, GENERATE
46517, 54477, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=L4, GENERATE
46518, 54478, 1990
*ELSET, ELSET=L5, GENERATE
46519, 54479, 1990
.
.
.
*ELSET, ELSET=L198, GENERATE
46712, 54672, 1990
**Material Properties
*MATERIAL, NAME=TI64
*DENSITY
4470, 298.15
4390, 823.15
4350, 1123.15
4320, 1373.15
4270, 1673.15
4250, 1868.15
4010, 1898.15
3930, 2198.15
*LATENT HEAT
286000, 1893.15, 1927.15
*SPECIFIC HEAT
600, 500.15
650, 750.15
687.5, 1000.15
712.5, 1250.15
100
734, 1500.15
742, 1550.15
751, 1600.15
762, 1650.15
775, 1700.15
790, 1750.15
807, 1800.15
826, 1850.15
846, 1900.15
863, 1943.15
931, 1977.15
931, 2400.15
*CONDUCTIVITY
6.74, 298.15
10.32, 573.15
13.87, 823.15
22.68, 1123.15
25.08, 1373.15
27.48,1523.15
29.08, 1673.15
30.57, 1773.15
30.57, 1898.15
30.37, 1948.15
32.38, 2198.15
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL=TI64, ELSET=ALLE
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL=TI64, ELSET=ADDED
*INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=TEMPERATURE
ALLN, 373
YD, 373
*RESTART, WRITE, overlay
*STEP, INC=10, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-13, 1e-12, 1e-14
*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE
ADDED,
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-13, 1e-12, 1e-14
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
A1,
101
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10000, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-7, 1.677560, 1e-10
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
A2,
*DFLUX, op=new
L1, s3, 25460656.947247
*OUTPUT, FIELD, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=10000
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10000, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-7, 1.509804, 1e-10
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
A3,
*DFLUX, op=new
L2, s3, 28289618.830275
*OUTPUT, FIELD, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=10000
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10000, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-7, 1.358824, 1e-10
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
A4,
*DFLUX, op=new
L3, s3, 31432909.811416
*OUTPUT, FIELD, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=10000
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10000, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-7, 1.222941, 1e-10
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
A5,
*DFLUX, op=new
L4, s3, 34925455.346018
*OUTPUT, FIELD, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=10000
*END STEP
*STEP, INC=10000, AMPLITUDE=STEP
*HEAT TRANSFER, DELTMX=200
1e-7, 1.100647, 1e-10
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD
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.
.
A150,
*DFLUX, op=new
L149, s3, 628681257.362515
*OUTPUT, FIELD, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=1000
*OUTPUT, HISTORY, variable=preselect, FREQUENCY=1000
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=DATA
NT,
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=EDATA
HFLM,
*END STEP
B.3 MATLAB Volume Fraction α Program
%%Heather Doak Feb 2013
clear all
close all
clc
%Define Material Properties
rho = input(’Enter the Mass Density: ’);
c = input(’Enter the Specific Heat: ’);
k = input(’Enter the Thermal Conductivity: ’);
% Temperature of the Base Plate
T0 = input(’Enter the initial temperature of the base plate in C: ’);
%initial guess for root finding
x0bar(1)= input(’Enter the initial guess for x0bar: ’);
%% Define Process Variables & Temp Contour
Temps = 1654;
v=60*4.233*10^-4;
Q= 3000;
%% Calculate the x & z points non dimensional
[x z0bars] = fitcool(x0bar,Temps,rho,c,k,Q,T0,v)
%Grab the max depth of meltpool at given Q & v
zm_fit = fitcool_zm(x0bar,rho,c,k,Q,v)
%nondimensionalized--deepest depth of lowest temp contour
zdeep = z0bars;
%dimensionalized %*(2*k)/(rho*c*v);
zm = zm_fit*(2*k)/(rho*c*v);
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%% Get Dimensional Temperature by incrementing through the depth of the lowest temp contour
%--Possible error here
%zbar is an array from 0 to the max depth at 300 C for Ti-64
zbar = (linspace(0,zdeep, 25));
%NOTE:: t/((2*k)/(rho*c*v^2)) gives dimensionless time
dt = .125
t_sec= [0:dt:40]/((2*k)/(rho*c*v^2)) ;
ndx = ((2*k)/(rho*c*v));
% %will get the temperature through the entire depth at each time interval
for f=1: length(t_sec)
%this is now undimensionalized
x0bar(:,f) = (x-t_sec(f));
T(:,f) =( 0.5*exp(-(x0bar(f)+sqrt(x0bar(f).^2+zbar.^2)))./( sqrt(x0bar(f).^2+zbar.^2)).* (Q/(pi*k))*((rho*c*v)/(2*k))) + T0;
end
y0bar = 0;
%% Calculate Cooling Rates based on x & z coordinates
for l= 1: length(t_sec)
for i = 1:length(zbar)
x0bar(:,l) = (x-t_sec(l));
cterm1(i,l) =((exp(-(x0bar(l)+sqrt(x0bar(l).^2+y0bar.^2+zbar(i).^2))))/...
(sqrt(x0bar(l).^2+ y0bar.^2+ zbar(i).^2)));
bcterm1(i,l) = (x0bar(l)./sqrt(x0bar(l).^2+y0bar.^2+zbar(i).^2));
bcterm2(i,l) = (x0bar(l)./(x0bar(l).^2+y0bar.^2+zbar(i).^2));
NCR(i,l) = 0.5.*cterm1(i,l).*(1+bcterm1(i,l)+bcterm2(i,l));
CR(i,l) = abs(NCR(i,l))./(((2.*k)./(rho.*c.*v)).^2.*((pi.*k)./(Q.*v)));
end
end % end of for loop for t_sec CR
%% dimensionalize z & normalize depth
z= zbar.*(2*k)/(rho*c*v);
norm_depth = (z./zm)’;
%% calculate k & n wind.
load alpha_1_w.csv
load alpha_50_w.csv
load alpha_1_gb.csv
load alpha_50_gb.csv
time_1_w = alpha_1_w(:,1);
temp_1_w = alpha_1_w(:,2);
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time_50_w = alpha_50_w(:,1);
temp_50_w =alpha_50_w(:,2);
Y1= .01; % 1% of windmastatten
Y2 = .50 ;% 50% of windmasatten
t1 =interp1(temp_1_w,time_1_w,T, ’pchip’);
t2 =interp1(temp_50_w,time_50_w,T, ’pchip’);
A = log(-log(1-Y1));
B = log(-log(1-Y2));
k = exp( (log(t2)*A - log(t1)*B)./ (log(t2)-log(t1))) ;
n = (A- log(k))./log(t1);
t=t_sec;
%% Equilibrium equation from Crespo
[a b]= size(T);
for i=1:b
for j = 1:a
if T(j,i) == 980 | T(j,i) < 980
feq_beta(j,i) = 0.075 + 0.925*exp(-0.0085*(980 - T(j,i)));
elseif T(j,i) >= 980 | T(j,i) <= 1654
feq_beta(j,i) = 1;
else
feq_beta(j,i) = 0;
end % end of if statment
if T(j,i) <= 980
feq_alpha(j,i) = 1- feq_beta(j,i);
else
feq_alpha(j,i) =0;
end% end of if statment for vol fr alpha
end
end%
%% Calculate martensite alpha
Mstart = 575;
for g=1:a -1%cycle through columns
for h =1:b-1 %cycle through rows
if CR(g,h) > 410 & T(g,h) <= Mstart
gamma = .005;
falpha_prime(g,h) = 1-exp(-gamma*(Mstart-T(g,h)));
else
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falpha_prime(g,h) = 0;
end
end
end % big for loop
g= a ;
for h =1:b-1 %cycle through rows
if CR(g,h) > 410
gamma = .005;
Mstart = 575;
if T(g,h) <= Mstart
falpha_prime(g,h) = 1-exp(-gamma*(Mstart-T(g,h)));
else
falpha_prime(g,h) = 0;
end
else
falpha_prime(g,h) = 0;
end
end
[row col] =size(falpha_prime);
for rr=1:row;
for cc =1:col-1;
if falpha_prime(rr,cc)< falpha_prime(rr,cc+1);
f_alpha_m(rr,cc) =0;
else falpha_prime(rr,cc)> falpha_prime(rr,cc+1);
f_alpha_m(rr,cc) = falpha_prime(rr,cc);
end
end
end
for counter=1:row
tot_falpha_m(counter,1) = sum(f_alpha_m(counter,:));
end
%% find windmastatten alpha(basket weave)
for e =1:a
s=1;
if T(e,1) <= 980 & T(e,1) >= 259 & CR(e,1) <=410
f_alpha(e,1) = (1- exp(-k(e,1) *(t(1+1) - t(1))^n(e,1)))*feq_alpha(e,1);
else
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f_alpha(e,1) = 0;
tf(e,1) =0;
end
end
for r = 1: a%
for s =2: b -1%col
% rows loop through depth then move to the next time
if T(r,s) <= 980 & T(r,s) >= 259 & CR(r,s) <=410
tf(r,s) = (-log(1-(f_alpha(r,s-1)/feq_alpha(r,s)))/k(r,s))^(1/n(r,s) );
f_alpha(r,s+1) = (1- exp(-k(r,s) *(tf(r,s) + t(s+1) - t(s))^n(r,s)))*feq_alpha(r,s);
else
f_alpha(r,s) = 0;
tf(r,s) =0;
end
end %end of row
end %end of cols
for u=1:r
tot_falpha_w(u,1) = sum(f_alpha(u,:));
end
%% calculate k & n of wind
time_1_gb = alpha_1_gb(:,1);
temp_1_gb = alpha_1_gb(:,2);
time_50_gb = alpha_50_gb(:,1);
temp_50_gb =alpha_50_gb(:,2);
Y1= .01; % 1%
Y2 = .50 ;% 50%
t1 =interp1(temp_1_gb,time_1_gb,T, ’pchip’);
t2 =interp1(temp_50_gb,time_50_gb,T, ’pchip’);
A = log(-log(1-Y1));
B = log(-log(1-Y2));
k_gb = exp( (log(t2)*A - log(t1)*B)./ (log(t2)-log(t1))) ;
n_gb = (A- log(k))./log(t1);
%% find grain boundary alpha
for e =1:a
f_alpha_gb(e,1) = 0;
end
for r = 1: a%
for s =2: b -1%col
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% rows loop through depth then move to the next time
if T(r,s) <= 980 & T(r,s) >= 300 & CR(r,s) <= 410
%
tf_gb(r,s) = (-log(1-(f_alpha_gb(r,s-1)/feq_alpha(r,s)))/k_gb(r,s))^(1/n_gb(r,s) );
f_alpha_gb(r,s+1) = (1- exp(-k_gb(r,s) *(tf_gb(r,s) + t(s+1) - t(s))^n_gb(r,s)))*feq_alpha(r,s);
else
f_alpha_gb(r,s) = 0;
tf_gb(r,s) =0;
end
end %end of row
end %end of cols
for y=1:r
tot_falpha_gb(y,1) = sum(f_alpha_gb(y,:));
end
%% find total alpha
tot_falpha = tot_falpha_gb +tot_falpha_w + tot_falpha_m;
function zm_fit = fitcool_zm(x0bar,rho,c,k,Q,v)
Tm =1654;
%Temperature of the Base Plate
T0 = 25;
i=0;
A=10000;
% Normalized melt pool depth
ND = -15;
out=[];
% Tm = (2.*pi.*T0.*k.^2 + Q.*Tmbar.*c.*rho.*v)./(2.*pi.*k.^2);
Tmbar = ((Tm - T0)/(((Q)/(pi*k))*((rho*c*v)/(2*k))))
% Variance of Normalized melt pool length (0 < d < L)
d = linspace(0 ,ND, A);
D = d’;
% Initializations
m = 1;
n = 1;
try
while n <= A
z0bar(m) = D(m);
y0bar(m) = 0;
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x(m) = fzero(@f3d,x0bar(m),[],Tmbar,z0bar(m));
x0bar(m+1)=x(m);
z0(m)=z0bar(m)/ND;
m=m+1;
n=n+1;
end
CATCH me % catch error from fzero
end %end of catch me error loop
i=i+1;
%y0bar will be zero--symmetry
x0bars(:,i) = x0bar’;
z0bars(:,i) = z0bar’;
zm_fit = [z0bar(length(z0bar))];
end %end of function
function [x0bar_deep z0bar_deep] = fitcool(x0bar,Temps,rho,c,k,Q,T0,v)
i=0;
A=10000;
% Normalized melt pool depth
ND = -15;
out=[];
for Tm = Temps
% Tm = (2.*pi.*T0.*k.^2 + Q.*Tmbar.*c.*rho.*v)./(2.*pi.*k.^2);
Tmbar = ((Tm - T0)/(((Q)/(pi*k))* ((rho*c*v)/(2*k) ) ));
% Variance of Normalized melt pool length (0 < d < L)
d = linspace(0 ,ND, A);
D = d’;
% Initializations
m = 1;
n = 1;
try
while n <= A
z0bar(m) = D(m);
y0bar(m) = 0;
x(m) = fzero(@f3d,x0bar(m),[],Tmbar,z0bar(m));
x0bar(m+1)=x(m);
z0(m)=z0bar(m)/ND;
m=m+1;
n=n+1;
end
CATCH me % catch error from fzero
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end %end of catch me error loop
i=i+1;
%y0bar will be zero--symmetry
% x0bars(:,i) = x0bar’;
% z0bars(:,i) = z0bar’;
end %end of for loop
x0bar_deep = x0bar(length(x0bar)-1);
z0bar_deep = z0bar(length(z0bar));
plot(x0bar, z0bar)
end % end of function
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Appendix C
C.1 Vickers Hardness Data
Figure C.1 – Vickers Hardness tests for all the green samples, with average deposition area of
0.048 in2, with each sample having a different power and velocity. The depth ranges from the
top center of the sample down into the heat affect zone. The data does not contain any base
plate values and data points on grain boundaries or voids were removed. Sample G2 could
not be measured for β grains, so no anomaly data points could be removed. Sample G6 has
a slightly higher hardness than the other samples, this could be due to the fact that the melted
region or the heat affected zone of the sample went through the base plate.
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Figure C.2 – Vickers Hardness tests for all the red samples, with average deposition area of
0.025 in2. The depth ranges from the top center of the sample down into the heat affect zone.
The hardness values are fairly consistent, expect for sample R7. The etchant on R7 was very
poor and redone several times, however, the etch on the sample was still too poor to measure
any β grains, so no data points were removed. R1 had a similar issue, where the sample had to
be repolished and caused the indents to be destroyed, therefore, no data points were removed.
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Figure C.3 – Vickers Hardness tests for all the blue samples, with average area deposition of
0.012 in2, with each sample having a different power and velocity. The depth ranges from the
top center of the sample down into the heat affect zone. The data does not contain any base
plate values and data points on grain boundaries or voids were removed. The hardness values
are fairly consistent through the depth, with B1 showing a decrease through the depth of the
sample.
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C.2 EBSD Scans
Figure C.4 – The EBSD scans of the blue samples. The scans start at the top center of the
deposit and continue down through the base plate of the sample. Samples B2 and B4 contain
some of the preferred orientation of <10-10>, but not as much as the other samples in the group.
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Figure C.5 – The EBSD scans of the red samples. The scans start at the top center of the
deposit and continue down through the base plate of the sample. Samples R7 contains the least
of the preferred orientation of <10-10>. All the samples show the preferred growth direction at
the maximum thermal gradient.
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Figure C.6 – The EBSD scans of the green samples. The scans start at the top center of the
deposit and continue down through the base plate of the sample. The heat affected zone of
sample G6 extends to the bottom of the base plate. The heat affected zone of G2 extends down
to almost the bottom of the base plate, and appears that some recrystallization appeared, for the
base plate does not resemble that of samples G1 and G4. The preferred orientation is not as
prominent in sample G1 as the others, this could be because the EBSD scan did not capture the
thermal gradient of the sample, so the preferred orientation is not seen.
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Figure C.7 – Sample B5 EBSD scan of half of deposited material
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C.3 β Grains
(a)
(b)
Figure C.8 – Sample B1 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.9 – Sample B2 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.10 – Sample B4 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.11 – Sample B5 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.12 – Sample B6 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.13 – Sample B7 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.14 – Sample R1 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.15 – Sample R2 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.16 – Sample R3 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.17 – Sample R4 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.18 – Sample R5 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.19 – Sample R6 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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Figure C.20 – Sample R7 etched and imaged with Reichert, no β grains could be traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.21 – Sample G1 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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Figure C.22 – Sample G2 etched and imaged with Reichert, no β grains could be traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.23 – Sample G4 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure C.24 – Sample G6 etched and imaged with Reichert in (a) and β grains traced with
Adobe Photoshop CS2 in (b)
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